Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
406 G Street, Suite 206
Anchorage, AK 99501
907-274-7686 phone
907-274-9493 fax
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Probate DIvI.lon

MAR 06 2008
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Attorney for Respondent

the Trtal CCMJrtb

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE
In The Matter of the Necessity for the
Hospitalization of William S. Bigley,
Respondent
Case No. 3AN 08-00247 PR

)
)
)
)

SUBMISSION FOR REPRESENTATION HEARING

In the afternoon of March 5, 2008, I received a call from the Court advising me that

Mr. Bigley informed the Court earlier that afternoon that he desired me to represent him in
the above captioned matter and that a representation hearing was set for 3:00 pm today.
1.

The Law Project for Psychiatric Rights (PsychRights®) with whom I work, is a
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public interest law firm whose mis~ion is to mount a strategic litigation campaign against
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Background

unwarranted forced psychiatric drugging and electroshock around the country,l A key
component of this strategic campaign is to rectify that judges ordering people to take these
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1 Forced

electroshock is not administered in Alaska to my knowledge.

drugs are being misled about them? Psychiatric respondents are particularly vulnerable
because what they say is characterized as symptoms of mental illness, ie., that they are
delusional. In other words, judges (usually Probate Masters in Anchorage) and even the
lawyers assigned to represent them, exhibit an attitude of "ifhe wasn't crazy, he would
know this is good for him," and therefore don't engage in the required adversary process
that make judicial proceedings legitimate. If a proper adversarial process were to occur,
the courts would be presented with the truth about these drugs, or at least closer to the truth
about them, 3 which reveals they are far less effective and far more harmful than the courts
are being told and that the ubiquitous use of these drugs is at least halving the number of
people who would fully recover after experiencing a psychotic episode(s) and finding
themselves subject to involuntary commitment and forced drugging proceedings. 4
The failure of the Alaska Public Defender Agency to do any investigation ofthis,5
nor present any evidence on their clients behalf with respect thereto has led to the current
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Because judges tend to reflect the larger society's views, and because the public should
also be told the truth about these drugs, another key component of PsychRights strategic
campaign is public education.
3 Drug manufacturers hide negative data regarding their drugs, claiming they' are "trade
secrets" and not even the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is provided with this
important data. In my most recent representation of Mr. Bigley, I subpoenaed this secret
material from the drug manufacturers involved on the grounds that the court can not
possibly properly find Mr. Bigley should be drugged against his will for it being in his best
interests under Myers v. Alaska Psychiatric Institute, 138 P.3d 238 (Alaska 2006) when
critical efficacy and safety data is being hidden. These subpoenas became moot when API
abandoned its forced drugging petition.
4 This will be discussed below..
5In fact, they fail to present this ~vidence even though I have given it to them.
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situation where the courts are unknowingly ordering massive amounts of harm on society's
most vulnerable people.
As mentioned above, PsychRights seeks to mount strategic litigation and selects
which cases it will take based on an evaluation of its potential for achieving PsychRights'
strategic objectives. 6 It will also only take cases in which it believes it can provide zealous
representation through adequate preparation, and presentation to the court, including
appropriate motions. This is the context in which this representation hearing is taking
place.
In the instant case, when Mr. Bigley implored me to represent him, I decided I was
simply not in a position at that time to zealously represent him because of impending
deadlines. However, I am prepared to represent Mr. Bigley with respect to the forced.
drugging petition only upon the considerations and motions which follow. 7

II.

Mr. Bigley's History and Previous Proceedings

(A)

Respondent's History

Prior to 1980, Respondent was successful in the community, he had long-term
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employment in a good job, was married with two daughters. 8
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Of course, once a case is taken, the client is entitled to zealous representation with respect
to all of the client's issues in the case and PsychRights' strategic objectives are
subordinated to the client's interests.
7 Mr. Bigley, of course, is entitled to the lawyer of his choice, ifhe can obtain such
"
representation.
8 Appendix 1-8.
6
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In 1980, Respondent's wife divorced him, took his two daughters and saddled him
with high child support and house (trailer) payments, resulting in his first hospitalization
at the Alaska Psychiatric Institute (API).9
When asked at the time what the problem was Respondent said "he had just gotten
divorced and consequently had a nervous breakdown. ',110 He was cooperative with staff
throughout that first admission. 11
At discharge, his treating psychiatrist indicated that his prognosis was Itsomewhat
guarded depending upon the type of follow- up treatment patient will receive in dealing
with his recent divorce. It

12

Instead of giving him help in dealing with his recent divorce and other problems,
API's approach was to lock him up and force him to take drugs that, for him at least, do
not work, are intolerable, and have harmful mental and physical effects. 13
This pattern was set by his third admission to API as described in the Discharge
Summery for that admission: It The medication seemed not to have noticeable favorable
effects throughout the first several hospital weeks, despite the fact that there were a
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9Appendix 1.
10 Appendix 1.
11 Appendix 5.
12 Appendix 8.
13 The Affidavit of Robert Whitaker, the substance of which is set forth below, describes
what the scientific research reveals regarding the lack of effectiveness of these drugs for
many, if not most, the way they dramatically 'increase the likelihood of relapses and
prevent recovery, and the extreme 'physical harm caused by these drugs.
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variety of unpleasant Extra Pyramidal Symptoms (EPS).,,14 The Discharge Summary of
this admission also states:
On 3/26/81, a judicial hearing determined that there would be granted a 30
day extension during which time treatment efforts would continue,
following which there would be a further hearing concerning the possibility
ofjudicial commitment. Mr. Bigley was furiously angry that he was
deprived of his right to freedom outside the hospital, but despite his
persistent anger and occasional verbal threats, he never became physically
assaultive, nor did he abuse limited privileges away from the locked unit.
After the first six hospital weeks he continued to believe that he had some
special mission involving Easter Island - drug addicts and alien visitors to
the Earth. When these views were gently challenged he became extremely
angry, usually walking away from whoever questioned his obviously
disordered thoughts. 15
Twenty-Three years and over Fifty admissions later, the Visitor's Report of May
25,2004 in his guardianship case, reports, "when hospitalized and on medications,
[Respondent's] behaviors don't appear to change much .... Hospitalization and
psychotropic medication have not helped stabilize him." 16
On March 23,2007, at discharge from his 68th admission to API, Dr. Worrall,
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summarized his condition after having "potentially reached the maximum benefits from
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hospital care," by which, he has consistently testified solely means forcing Respondent to
take psychiatric drugs against his will, that Respondent was "delusional" had "no insight
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14 Appendix 11. Extra Pyramidal Symptoms, are involuntary movements resulting from
the brain damage caused by these drugs. In the early 1980's, the standard of care was that
the "therapeutic dose" had been achieved when Extra Pyramidal Symptoms appeared.
15 Appendix 1 1 . ,
.
163AN-99-1108. The Court may take judicial notice of this and other filings in this and
other proceedings. Drake v. Wi,ckwire, 795 P.2d 195, nl (Alaska 1990).
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and poor judgment, ... paranoid and guarded." 17 In other words, even after he had been
given the drugs against his will and achieved "maximum benefit" therefrom, he was still
"delusional" had "no insight and poor judgment, ... paranoid and guarded."
Prior to the Alaska Supreme Court's ruling in Wetherhorn, API's plan was to have
Mr. Bigley continuously on an involuntary commitment under the unconstitutional

"gravely disabled" standard definition contained in AS 47.30.915(7)(B), pump him full of
long-acting Risperdal Consta, administer other psychotropic drugs, such as Seroquel and
Depakote, give him an "Early Release" under AS 47.30.795(a), knowing he would quit
them once discharged and then order him returned pursuant to AS 47.30.795(c) when he
wasn't drugged to their liking. IS
The Office of Public Advocacy (OPA) was appointed Mr. Bigley's conservator in
1996 or so in Case No. 3AN-99-1108.
On April 14, 2004, API filed a petition for temporary and permanent guardianship.
On June 30, 2004, OPA was appointed Mr. Bigley's temporary full guardian and on
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December 26, 2004, permanent full guardian.
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After being appointed, the Guardian unilaterally, without consultation with Mr.
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Bigley, decided he should become Medicaid eligible even though Mr. Bigley did not
want Medicaid Services. I9
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Appendix 15.
18 Tr. 4/3/07:275 (3AN 07-247 PR). This is an illegal use of AS 47.30.795(c) because it
only allows an order to return ift~e outpatient provider "determines" the person is a harm
to self or others or gravely disabled.
19 Tr. 4/3/07:216 et. seq. (3AN 07-247 PR).
17
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Because Mr. Bigley's income was above the Medicaid limit, the Guardian
established an irrevocable trust, known as a "Miller Trust," with the Guardian as trustee
without discussing this with Mr. Bigley or certainly obtaining his consent,20
This removed a substantial percentage of Mr. Bigley's income as available for
general financial support.

21

Mr. Bigley is eligible for free medical care as an Alaska

Native and doesn't need Medicaid to be eligible for such services. 22
The Guardian has filed a number of ex parte petitions to have Mr. Bigley
committed in order to have him forcibly drugged against his will.23
This includes "insisting" Respondent is gravely disabled under the "unable to
survive safely in freedom" standard recently enunciated in Wetherhorn v. API, 156 P.3d
371,379 (Alaska 2007), when his treating psychiatrist did not believe his survival was in
jeopardy as required by Wetherhorn. 24

(B)2007 Involuntary Commitment and Forced Drugging Proceedings
30-Day petitions for commitment and forced drugging were filed on February 23,.
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2007 under Case No. 3AN-07-274 PIS, a hearing held before the Probate Master on
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February 27,2007, and approved by the Superior Court on March 2,2007.
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Mr. Bigley was given an "early release" under AS 47.30.795(a), a~d then illegally
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21 Id.
22 Tr. 4/3/07:208. (3AN 07-247 PR).
23 See, e.g., Tr. 4/3/07:202 (3AN 07-247 PR).
24 Appendix 19.
20
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commitment for not taking Depakote as prescribed. 25 This put Respondent back in API
before the expiration of the 30-Day commitment order and on March 21,2007, a 90-day
continuation petition was filed.
On March 22, 2007, PsychRights, which had not represented Respondent at the
30-Day Petition hearing, filed an entry of appearance on behalf of Respondent, electing,
among other things, a jury trial.
Respondent won the jury trial when the jury found API had not met its burden of
proving Respondent's mental condition would be improved by the course of treatment,
and he was released on April 4, 2007.
Yet another 30-day commitment petition was filed on May 14,2007, and a forced
drugging petition on May 15th, both of which were granted. PsychRights did not
represent Respondent. In due course, API filed 90-day petitions for commitment and
forced drugging petition. PsychRights did not represent Respondent with respect to those
petitions, but I testified as a fact witness on his behalf in the public jury trial elected by
Respondent. On June 26, 2007, the jury found API had not met its burden of proving
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Respondent was gravely disabled and he was released. 26
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On August 29, 2007, Mr. Bigley was brought in on an Ex Parte Order,27 and I
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Appendix 20-24. The order to return was illegal because it was based solely on
Respondent failing to take Depakote and AS 47.30.795(c) only allows someone to be
ordered to return if it is determined, the person is a danger to self or others or gravely
disabled.
26 Appendix 25-26.
27 3AN 07-l064PR.
25
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only. I mounted a serious defense and filed for a specific less intrusive alternative which
was available, essentially what is presented here, and before the court could consider the
less intrusive alternative, API abandoned the forced drugging petition, discharging him to
the street knowing full well that he was likely to be arrested because he was bothering
Senator Murkowski's staff. This exactly what happened.
Then when I was on an extended trip outside of the State, API filed a new set of
involuntary commitment and forced drugging petitions. I came back before the hearing,
but did not represent Mr. Bigley and he was involuntarily committed for 30 days and
subjected to a forced drugging order, which was subsequently extended for 90 days. Mr.
Bigley was then placed in an assisted living home outside of Houston, Alaska, called the
"Country Club," which required him to take his prescribed medications. After living
there for over a month, he quit taking his medications and left, whereupon he was picked
up and delivered to API, which resulted in these proceedings.

(C)

CHOICES, Inc. 's Involvement with Respondent.

Paul Cornils of CHOICES, Inc., an independent case management agency, first
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CHOICES began working with Mr. Bigley again in July of that year at the request
of the Office of Public Advocacy (OPA), Mr. Bigley's Guardian, and has continued to do
so 29
According to Mr. Comils, Respondent is so angry at being put under a
guardianship that he takes extreme measures to try to get rid of his guardianship, and as a
result, he is mostly refusing to cooperate in virtually any way with the Guardian. 3o
Mr. Comils cites as an example that Respondent rips up checks from the Guardian

made out to Vendors on his behalf, trying to force the Guardian to give him his money
directly and as part of his effort to eliminate the guardianship.31
According to Mr. Comils, Respondent has also refused various offers of "help"
from the Guardian, such as grocery shopping in a similar attempt to get out from under
the guardianship.32
Mr. Comils further testified that Respondent exhibits the same types of behavior

to him, but CHOICESIMr. Comils have a different approach, which involves negotiation
and discussion, does not involve coercion and where the natural consequences of
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Respondent's actions are allowed to occur. 33
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29 ~C of Paul Comils Affidavit.
30 ~ of Paul Comils Affidavit.
31 ~ of Paul Comils Affidavit.
32 ~ of Paul Comils Affidavit.
33 ~G of Paul Comils Affidavit.
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(D)

2006/2007 Guardianship Proceedings

In late November, 2006, I was invited to subpoena documents pursuant to a
protective order in the Zyprexa Products Liability Litigation,34 that had been culled from
some 15 million pages of documents produced by Eli Lilly, the manufacturer, by an
expert retained in that case. Getting such information legally out to the public would
advance PsychRights strategic goals so I looked for an appropriate case from which to
subpoena the documents. On December 5, 2006, I met with Mr. Bigley at API and
determined his was a suitable case. 35
On December 6,2006, I filed a petition in the guardianship proceeding, Case No.
3AN 04-545 PO, to:
(1) Terminate the Guardianship.
(2) Remove the Guardian and appoint a successor of Respondent's choice.
(3) Amend the powers of the Guardian under the Guardianship Plan to the least
restrictive necessary to meet Respondent's essential requirements for physical
health and safety.
(4) Review and reverse the decision of the guardian to consent to the administration
of psychotropic medication against the wishes of Respondent.
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MDL 1596, United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York.
35 Great consternation has ensued over my subpoenaing and releasing ~hese documents to
the New York Times and other persons, but I am not otherwise addressiiig it here.
However, all of the court documents anu related material are available on the Internet at
http://psychrights.org/States/Alaska/CaseXX.htm. Because of how much Zyprexa is
prescribed, I was pretty sure when I subpoenaed the documents that Mr. Bigley had been
prescribed it pursuant to a forced drugging order. He had. Appendix 28. He was also later
"taken down" with a Zypexa injection, in what is known as an "1M Backup." Appendix
29. To me the opportunity to subpoena an expert who had already combed the documents
and could testify to them was "low hanging fruit. " In contrast, I think it is fair to
characterize Eli Lilly's view of how the events ended up transpiring as a "drive by
shooting. "
34
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(5) Amend the powers of the Guardian to eliminate the authority to consent to
mental health treatment.
After numerous proceedings, this resulted in a settlement agreement on July 20,
2007, which (a) established some parameters for the administration of the guardianship
and (b) provided Respondent with a clear path towards terminating his guardianship
(Guardianship Settlement Agreement). As relevant here, the Guardianship Settlement
Agreement provides:
4.2.

6..
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Mental Health Services. Respondent has largely been unwilling to accept
mental health services. Some services that Respondent may hereafter, from
time to time, desire are identified in the subsections that follow. Others may
be identified later. To the extent Respondent, from time to time, desires such
services, the Guardian and API will support the provision of such services,
including taking such steps as may be required of them to facilitate the
acquisition thereof to the best of their ability. 36
6.2.

Extended ~ervices. Extended services, such as Case Management,
Rehabilitation, Socialization, Chores, etc., beyond the standard limits
for such services.

6.3.

Other Services. Additional "wrap-around" or other types of services
Respondent, from time to time, desires.
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Increase of Discretionary Funds. It is recognized the amounts
available for food and spending money (Discretionary Funds)
are low and efforts will be made to find housing acceptable to
Respondent which will increase the amount of Discretionary
Funds. To that end, the Guardian shall make its best efforts to
obtain subsidized housing for Respondent that will allow an
increase in Respondent's Discretionary Funds....
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Involuntary Commitment Proceedings. The Guardian will make a good
faith effort to (a) avoid filing any initiation of involuntary commitment
petitions against Respondent under AS 47.30.700. In making such efforts,
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A footnote here, states: "By agreeing to this stipulation API is not making any judgment
regarding eligibility standards under Medicaid regulations."

36
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the Guardian will explore all available alternatives, including notifying and
requesting the assistance of Respondent's counsel herein, James B. Gottstein.
7.2.

Unless the Guardian determines it is highly probable that serious
illness, injury or death is imminent, in the event the Guardian believes
a petition to initiate involuntary commitment might be warranted,
rather than the Guardian filing such a petition, the Guardian shall
relay its concerns to another appropriate party for evaluation. Without
in any way limiting the generality of the foregoing, appropriate
parties, might be Respondent's outpatient provider, if any; other
people working with him; or other people who know him.

8.

Psychotropic Medications. API shall not accept a consent by the Guardian to
the administration of psychotropic medication, while Respondent is
committed to API to which Respondent objects.

III.

Substantive and Procedural Matters

The core holding of the Alaska Supreme Court in Myers is:
[A] court may not permit a treatment facility to administer psychotropic
drugs unless the court makes findings that comply with all applicable
statutory requirements and, in addition, expressly finds by clear and
convincing evidence that the proposed treatment is in the patient's best
interests and that no less intrusive alternative is available. 37

(A)

In addressing the required Myers requirements, API must rebut the following,
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which is taken from the Affidavit of Robert Whitaker filed in the forced drugging
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proceeding API abandoned last September, a certified copy of which is filed herewith. 38
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II. Oyerview of Research Literature on Schizophrenia and Standard
Antipsychotic Medication
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5. Although the public has often been told that people with schizophrenia
suffer from too much "dopamine" in the brain, researchers who investigated
this hypothesis during the 1970s and 1980s were unable to find evidence
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Best Interests

37

38 P.3d at 254, emphasis added.
38 3AN 08-1 064PR
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that people so diagnosed have, in fact, overactive dopamine systems.
Within the psychiatric research community, this was widely acknowledged
in the late 1980s and early 1990s. As Pierre Deniker, who was one of the
founding fathers of psychopharmacology, confessed in 1990: "The
dopaminergic theory of schizophrenia retains little credibility for
psychiatrists. ,,39
6. Since people with schizophrenia have no known "chemical imbalance" in
the brain, antipsychotic drugs cannot be said to work by "balancing" brain
chemistry. These drugs are not like "insulin for diabetes." They do not
serve as a corrective to a known biological abnormality. Instead, Thorazine
and other standard antipsychotics (also known as neuroleptics) work by
powerfully blocking dopamine transmission in the brain. Specifically, these
drugs block 70% to 90% of a particular group of dopamine receptors
known as D2 receptors. This thwarting of normal dopamine transmission is
what causes the drugs to be so problematic in terms of their side effects.
8. Psychiatry's belief in the necessity of using the drugs on a continual
basis stems from two types of studies.
a) First, research by the NINlH has shown that the drugs are more
effective than placebo in curbing psychotic symptoms over the short
term (six weeks).40
b) Second, researchers have found that if patients abruptly quit taking
antipsychotic medications, they are at high risk of relapsing. 41
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9. Although the studies cited above provide a rationale for continual drug
use, there is a long line of evidence in the research literature, one that is not
generally known by the public or even by most psychiatrists, that shows
that these drugs, over time, produce these results:
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a) They increase the likelihood that a person will become chronically ill.
b) They cause a host of debilitating side effects.
c) They kad to early deatn.
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Deniker, P. "The neuroleptics: a historical survey." Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica 82,
supplement 358 (1990):83-87.
40 Cole, J, et al. "Phenothiazine treatment in acute schizophrenia." Archives ofGeneral
Psychiatry 10 (1964):246-61.
. 41 Gilbert, P, et al. "Neuroleptic withdrawal in schizophrenic patients." Archives of
General Psychiatry 52 (1995):173-188.
39
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III. Evidence Revealing Increased Chronicity of Psychotic Symptoms

10. In the early 1960s, the NIMH conducted a six-week study of344
patients at nine hospitals that documented the efficacy of antipsychotics in
knocking down psychosis over a short term. (See footnote five, above).
The drug-treated patients fared better than the placebo patients over the
short term. However, when the NIMH investigators followed up on the
patients one year later, they found, much to their surprise, that it was the
drug-treated patients who were more likely to have relapsed! This was the
first evidence of a paradox: Drugs that were effective in curbing psychosis
over the short term were making patients more likely to become psychotic
over the long term. 42
11. In the 1970s, the NIM:H conducted three studies that compared
antipsychotic treatment with "environmental" care that minimized use of
the drugs. In each instance, patients treated without drugs did better over
the long term than those treated in a conventional manner. 43 , 44, 45 Those
findings led NIMH scientist William Carpenter to conclude that
"antipsychotic medication may make some schizophrenic patients more
vulnerable to future relapse than would be the case in the natural course of
the illness."
~2. In the 1970s, two physicians at McGill University, Guy Chouinard and
Barry Jones, offered a biological explanation for why this is so. The brain
responds to neuroleptics and their blocking of dopamine receptors as
though they are a pathological insult. To compensate, dopaminergic brain
cells increase the density of their D2 receptors by 40% or more. The brain
is now "supersensitive" to dopamine, and as a result, the person has become
more biologically vulnerable to psychosis than he or she would be
naturally. The two Canadian researchers wrote: "Neuroleptics can produce
a dopamine supersensitivity that leads to both dyskinetic and psychotic
symptoms. An implication is that the tendency toward psychotic relapse in
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Schooler, N, et al. "One year after discharge: community adjustment of schizophrenic
patients." American Journal ofPsychiatry 123 (1967):986-95.
43 Rappaport, M, et al. "Are there schizophrenics for whom drugs may be unnecessary or
contraindicated?" Int Pharmacopsychiatry 13 (1978):100-11.
44 Carpenter, W, et al. "The treatment of acute schizophrenia without drugs." American
Journal ofPsychiatry 134 (1977):14-20.
45 Bola J, et al. "Treatment of acute psychosis without neuroleptics: two-year outcomes
from the Soteria project." Journal o/Nervous Mental Disease 191 (2003):219-29.
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a patient who had developed such a supersensitivity is determined by more
than just the normal course of the illness. 46
13. MRI-imaging studies have powerfully confirmed this hypothesis.
During the 1990s, several research teams reported that antipsychotic drugs
cause atrophy of the cerebral cortex and an enlargement of the basal
ganglia. 47 , 48,49 In 1998, investigators at the University of Pennsylvania
reported that the drug-induced enlargement of the basal ganglia is
"associated with greater severity of both negative and positive symptoms."
In other words, they found that the drugs cause morphological changes in
the brain that are associated with a worsening of the very symptoms the
drugs are supposed to alleviate. 5o

IV. Research Showing that Recovery Rates are Higher for NonMedicated Patients than for Medicated Patients.
14. The studies cited above show that the drugs increase the chronicity of
psychotic symptoms over the long term. There are also now a number of
studies documenting that long-term recovery rates are much higher for
patients off antipsychotic medications. Specifically:
a) In 1994, Courtenay Harding at Boston University reported on the
long-term outcomes of 82 chronic schizophrenics discharged from
Vermont State Hospital in the late 1950s. She found that one-third of
this cohort had recovered completely, and that all who did shared one
characteristic: They had all stopped taking antipsychotic medication.
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Chouinard, G, et al. "Neuroleptic-induced supersensitivity psychosis." American
Journal ofPsychiatry 135 (1978): 1409-10. Alsosee Chouinard, G, et al. "Neurolepticinduced svpersensitivity psychosis: clinical and pharmacologic characteristics." American
Journal ofPsychiatry 137(1980):16-20.
47 Gur, R, et al. "A follow-up magnetic resonance imaging study of schizophrenia."
Archives ofGeneral Psychiatry 55 (1998): 142-152.
48 Chakos M, et al. "Increase in caudate nuclei volumes of first-episode schizophrenic
patients taking antipsychotic drugs." American Journal ofPsychiatry 151 (1994): 1430-6.
49 Madsen A, et al. "Neuroleptics in progressive structural brain abnormalities in
~sychiatric illness." The Lancet 352 (1998): 784-5.
o Gur, R, et al. "Subcortical MRI volumes in neuroleptic-naive and treated patients with
schizophrenia." American Journal ofPsychiatry 155 (1998): 1711-17.
46
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The notion that schizophrenics needed to stay on antipsychotics all
their lives was a "myth," Harding said. 51 , 52, 53
b) In the World Health Organization studies, 63% of patients in the poor
countries had good outcomes, and only one-third became chronically
ill. In the U.S. countries and other developed countries, only 37% of
patients had good outcomes, and the remaining patients did not fare so
well. In the undeveloped countries, only 16% of patients were
regularly maintained on antipsychotics, versus 61 % of patients in the
developed countries.
c) In response to this body of literature, physicians in Switzerland,
Sweden and Finland have developed programs that involve
minimizing use of antipsychotic drugs, and they are reporting much
better results than what we see in the United States. 54, 55, 56, 57 In
particular, J aako Seikkula recently reported that five years after initial
diagnosis, 82% of his psychotic patients are symptom-free, 86% have
returned to their jobs or to school, and only 14% of his patients are on
.
antipsychotic medications. 58
d) This spring, researchers at the University of Illinois Medical School
reported on the long-term outcomes of schizophrenia patients in the
Chicago area since 1990. They found that 40% of those who refused
to take their antipsychotic medications were recovered at five-year and

Harding, C. "The Vermont longitudinal study of persons with severe mental illness,"
American Journal ofPsychiatry 144 (1987):727-34.
52 Harding, C. "Empirical correction of seven myths about schizophrenia with implications
for treatment." Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica 90, suppl. 384 (1994):140-6.
S3 McGuire, P. "New hope for people with schizophrenia," APA Monitor 31 (February
2000).
S4 Ciompi, L, et al. "The pilot project Soteria Berne." British Journal ofPsychiatry 161,
supplement 18 (1992):145-53.
55 Cullberg J. "Integrating psychosocial therapy and low dose medical treatment in a total
material of first-episode psychotic patients compared to treatment as usual." Medical
Archives 53 (199):167-70.
S6 Cullberg J. "One-year outcome in first episode psychosis patients in the Swedish
Parachute Project. Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica 106 (2002):276-85.
S7 Lehtinen V, et al. "Two-year outcome in first-episode psychosis according to an
integrated model. European Psychiatry 15 (2000):312-320.
S8 Seikkula J, et al. Five-year experience of first-episode nonaffective psychosis in opendialogue approach. Psychotherapy Research 16/2 (2006): 214-228.
51
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15-year followup exams, versus five percent of the medicated
patients. 59

V. Harmful Side Effects from Antipsychotic Medications
15. In addition to making patients chronically ill, standard antipsychotics
cause a wide range of debilitating side effects. Specifically:
a) Tardive dyskinesia. The most visible sign of tardive dyskinesia is a
rhythmic movement of the tongue, which is the result of permanent
damage to the basal ganglia, which controls motor movement. People
suffering from tardive dyskinesia may have trouble walking, sitting
still, eating, and speaking. In addition, people with tardive dyskinesia
show accelerated cognitive decline. NIMH researcher George Crane
said that tardive dyskinesia resembles "in every respect known
neurological diseases, such as Huntington's disease, dystonia
musculorum deformans, and postencephalitic brain damage. ,,60
Tardive dyskinesia appears in five percent of patients treated with
standard neuroleptics in one year, with the percentage so afflicted
increasing an additional five percent with each additional year of
exposure.
b) Akathisia. This is an inner restlessness and anxiety that many patients
describe as the worst sort of torment. This side effect has been linked
to assaultive, murderous behavior. 61 , 62, 63,64,65
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Harrow M, et al. "Factors involved in outcome and recovery in schizophrenia patients
not on antipsychotic medications." Journal ofNervous and Mental Disease 195 (2007):
406-414.
th
60 Crane, G. "Clinical psychopharmacology in its 20 year," Science 181 (1973):124-128.
Also see American Psychiatric Association, Tardive Dyskinesia: A Task Force Report
(1992).
61 Shear, K et al. '~Suicide associated with akathisia and deport fluphenazine treatment,"
Journal ofClinical Psychopharmacology 3 (1982):235-6.
62 Van Putten, T. "Behavioral toxicity of antipsychotic drugs." Journal ofClinical
Psychiatry 48 (1987):13-19.
63 Van Putten, T. "The many faces of akathisia," Comprehensive Psychiatry 16 91975):4346.
64 Herrera, J. "High-potency neuroleptics and violence in schizophrenia," Journal of
Nervous and Mental Disease 176 (1988):558-561.
65 Galynker, 1. "Akathisia as violence." Journal ofClinical Psychiatry 58 (1997):16-24.
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c) Emotional impairment. Many patients describe feeling like "zombies"
on the drugs. In 1979, UCLA psychiatrist Theodore van Putten
reported that most patients on antipsychotics were spending their lives
in "virtual solitude, either staring vacantly at television, or wandering
aimlessly around the neighborhood, sometimes stopping for a nap on a
lawn or a park bench ... they are bland, passive, lack initiative, have
blunted affect, make short, laconic replies to direct questions, and do
not volunteer symptoms ... there is a lack not only of interaction and
initiative, but of any activity whatsoever.66 The quality of life on
conventional neuroleptics, researchers agreed, is "very poor." 67
d) Cognitive impairment. Various studies have found that neuroleptics .
reduce one's capacity to learn and retain information. As Duke
University scientist Richard Keefe said in 1999, these drugs may
"actually prevent adequate learning effects and worsen motor skills,
memory function, and executive abilities, such as problem solving and
performance assessment.,,68
d) Other side effects of standard neuroleptics include an increased
incidence of blindness, fatal blood clots, arrhythmia, heat stroke,
swollen breasts, leaking breasts, obesity, sexual dysfunction, skin
rashes and seizures, and early death. 69, 70,71 Schizophrenia patients
now commit suicide at 20 times the rate they did prior to the use of
neuroleptics. 72
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Van Putten, T. "The board and care home." Hospital and Community Psychiatry 30
P979):461-464.
.
7 Weiden P. "Atypical antipsychotic drugs and long-term outcome in schizophrenia."
Journal ofClinical Psychiatry 57, supplement 11 (1996):53-60.
, 68 Keefe, R. "Do novel antipsychotics improve cognition?" Psychiatric Annals 29
P999):623-629.
9 Arana, G. "An overview of side effects caused by typical antipsychotics." Journal of
Clinical Psychiatry 61, supplement 8 (2000):5-13.
70 Waddington, J. "Mortality in schizophrenia." British Journal ofPsychiatry 173
(1998):325-329.
.
71 Joukamaa, M, et al. Schizophrenia, neuroleptic medication and mortality. British
Journal ofPsychiatry 188 (2006):122-127.
72 Healy, D et al. "Lifetime suicide rates in treated schizophrenia." British Journal of
Psychiatry 188 (2006):223-228.
66
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VI. The Research Literature on Atypical Antipsychotics
16. The conventional wisdom today is that the "atypical" antipsychotics
that have been brought to market-Risperdal, Zyprexa, and Seroquel, to
name three-are much better and safer than Haldol, Thorazine and the
other older drugs. However, it is now clear that the new drugs have no such
advantage, and there is even evidence suggesting that they are worse than
the old ones.
17. Risperdal, which is manufactured by Janssen, was approved in 1994.
Although it was hailed in the press as a "breakthrough "medication, the
FDA, in its review of the clinical trial data, concluded that there was no
evidence that this drug was better or safer than Haldol (haloperidol.) The
FDA told Janssen: "We would consider any advertisement or promotion
labeling for RISPERDAL false, misleading, or lacking fair balance under
section 501 (a) and 502 (n) of the ACT if there is presentation of data that
conveys the impression that risperidone is superior to haloperidol or any
other marketed antipsychotic drug product with regard to safety or }
effectiveness." 73
18. After Risperdal (risperidone) was approved, physicians who weren't
funded by Janssen were able were able to conduct independent studies of
the drug. They concluded that risperidone, in comparison to Haldol, caused
a highe:- incidence of Parkinsonian symptoms; that it was more likely to stir
akathisia; and that many patients had to quit taking the drug because it
didn't knock down their psychotic symptoms. 74, 75, 76, 77, 78 Jeffrey Mattes,
director of the Psychopharmacology Research Association, concluded in
1997: "It is possible, based on the available studies, that risperidone is not
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FDA approval letter from Robert Temple to Janssen Research Foundation, December
21, 1993.
74 Rosebush, P. "Neurologic side effects in n~uroleptic-naYve patients treated with
haloperidol or risperidone." Neurology 52 (1999):782-785.
75 Knable, M. "Extrapyramidal side effects with risperidone and haloperidol at comparable
D2 receptor levels." Psychiatry Research: Neuroimaging Section 75 (1997):91-101.
76 Sweeney, J. "Adverse effects ofrisperidone on eye movement activity."
Neuropsychopharmacolqgy 16 (1997):217-228.
77 Carter, C. "Risperidone use in a teaching hospital during its first year after market
approval." Psychopharmacology Bulletin 31 (1995):719-725.
7 Binder, R. "A naturalistic study of clinical use of risperidone." Psychiatric Services 49
(1998):524-6.
73
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as effective as standard neuroleptics for typical positive symptoms." 79
Letters also poured into medical journals linking risperidone to neuroleptic
malignant syndrome, tardive dyskinesia, tardive dystonia, liver toxicity,
mania, and an unusual disorder of the mouth called "rabbit syndrome."
19. Zyprexa, which is manufactured by Eli Lilly, was approved by the FDA
in 1996. This drug, the public was told, worked in a more "comprehensive"
manner than either risperidone or haloperidol, and was much "safer and
more effective" than the standard neuroleptics. However, the FDA, in its
review of the trial data for Zyprexa, noted that Eli Lilly had designed its
studies in ways that were "biased against haloperidol." In fact, 20 of the
2500 patients treated with Zyprexa in the trials died. Twenty-two percent of
the Zyprexa patients suffered a "serious" adverse event, compared to 18
percent of the Haldol patients. There was also evidence that Zyprexa caused
some sort of metabolic dysfunction, as patients gained nearly a pound per
week. Other problems that showed up in Zyprexa patients included
Parkinsonian symptoms, akathisia, dystonia, hypotension, constipation,
tachycardia, seizures, liver abnormalities, white blood cell disorders, and
diabetic complications. Moreover, two-thirds of the Zyprexa patients were
unable to complete the trials either because the drugs didn't work or
because of intolerable side effects. 8o
20. There is now increasing recognition in scientific circles that the atypical
antipsychotics are no better than the old drugs, and may in fact be worse.
Specifically:
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a) In 2000, a team of English researchers led by John Geddes at the
University of Oxford reviewed results from 52 studies, involving
12,649 patients. They concluded: "There is no clear evidence that
atypicals are more effective or are better tolerated than conventional
antipsychotics." The English researchers noted that Janssen, Eli Lilly
and other manufacturers of atypicals had used various ruses in their
clinical trials to make their new drugs look better than the old ones. In
particular, the dru~ companies had used "excessive doses of the
comparator drug." 1
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Mattes, J. "Ris'peridone: How good is the evidence for efficacy?" Schizophrenia Bulletin
23 (1997): 155-161.
80 See Whitaker, R. Mad in America. New York: Perseus Press (2002):279-281.
81 Geddes, J. "Atypical antipsychotics in the treatment of schizophrenia." British Medical
Journal 321 (20qO):1371-76.
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b) In 2005, a National Institute of Mental Health study found that that
were "no significant differences" between the old drugs and the
atypicals in terms of their efficacy or how well patients tolerated them.
Seventy-five percent of the 1432 patients in the study were unable to
stay on antipsychotics owing to the drugs' "inefficacy or intolerable
side effects," or for other reasons. 82
c) In 2007, a study by the British government found that schizophrenia
patients had better "quality of life" on the old drugs than on the new
83
ones. This finding was quite startling given that researchers had
previously determined that patients medicated with the old drugs had a
"very poor" quality of life.
20. There is also growing evidence that the atypicals may be exacerbating
the problem of early death. Although the atypicals may not clamp down on
dopamine transmission quite as powerfully as the old standard neuroleptics,
they also block a number of other neurotransmitter systems, most notably
serotonin and glutamate. As a result, they may cause a broader range of
physical ailments, with diabetes and metabolic dysfunction particularly
common for patients treated with Zyprexa. In a 2003 study of Irish patients,
25 of72 patients (35%) died over a period of7.5 years, leading the
researchers to conclude that the risk of death for schizophrenics had
"doubled" since the introduction of the atypical antipsychotics. 84

VII. Conclusion
21. In summary, the research literature reveals the following:
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a) Antipsychotics increase the likelihood that a person will become
chronically ill.
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b) Long-term recovery rates are much higher for unmedicated patients
than for those who are maintained on antipsychotic drugs.
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Lieberman, J, et al. "Effectiveness of antipsychotic drugs in patients with
schizophrenia." New England Journal ofMedicine 353 (2005):1209-1233.
83 Davies, L, et al. "Cost-effectiveness of first- v. second-generation antipsychotic drugs."
The British Journal ofPsychiatry 191 (2007): 14-22.
84 Morgan, M, et al. "Prospective analysis of premature morbidity in schizophrenia in
relation to health service engagement." Psychiatry Research 117 (2003): 127-35.
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c) Antipsychotics cause a host of debilitating physical, emotional and
cognitive side effects, and lead to early death.
d) The new "atypical" antipsychotics are not better than the old ones in
terms of their safety and tolerability, and quality of life may even be
worse on the new drugs than on the old ones.
The foregoing makes clear that the continued forced drugging of Mr. Bigley is not
in his best interests.

(B) There is a Less Intrusive Alternative Available
Mr. Whitaker's Affidavit discusses successful less intrusive alternatives. In
addition, the affidavit of Ronald Bassman, PhD filed in the same case, a certified copy of
which is filed herewith, testifies to less intrusive alternatives, and included citations to the
scientific literature. In particular, Dr. Bassman testifies:

-g~

In the above concepts promoting recovery there is a conspicuous
absence of psychiatric medication. Psychologist Courtenay Harding,
principal researcher of the "Vermont Longitudinal Study," has empirically
demonstrated that people do recover from long-term chronic disorders such
as schizophrenia at a minimum rate of 32 % and as high as 60%. These
studies have consistently found that half to two thirds of patients significantly
improved or recovered, including some cohorts of very chronic cases. The 32
% for full recovery is with one of the five criteria being no longer taking any
psychiatric medication. Dr. Harding in delineating the seven myths of
schizophrenia, addresses the myth about psychiatric medication. Myth
number 5. Myth: Patients must be on medication all their lives. Reality: It
may be a small percentage who need medication indefinitely. According to
Harding and Zahniser, the myths limit the scope and effectiveness of
tr~2tmer.ts available to patients.
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Sarah Porter, who happened to be in Anchorage, was qualified as an expert in the
area of alternative treatments and testified to the following: 85
A. I've worked in the mental health [field] in New Zealand for the last 15
years in a variety of roles. I'm currently employed as a strategic advisor by
the Capital and Coast District Health Board. I'm currently doing a course of
study called the Advanced Leadership and Management in Mental Health
Program in New Zealand. And, in fact, the reason I'm here is, I won a
scholarship through that program to study innovative programs that are going
on in other parts of the world so that I could bring some of that information
back to New Zealand. I also have personal experience of using mental health
services which dates back to 1976 when I was a relatively young child....
set up and run a program in New Zealand which operates as an alternative to
acute mental health services. It's called the KEYWA Program. That's spelled
K-E-Y-W-A. Because it was developed and designed to operate as an
alternative to the hospital program that currently is provided in New Zealand.
That's been operating since December last year, so it's a relatively new
program, but our outcomes to date have been outstanding, and the funding
body that provided with the resources to do the program is extremely excited
about the results that we've been able to achieve, with people receiving the
service and helping us to assist and [starting] out more similar programs in
New Zealand.
Q You're a member of the organization called INTAR, is that correct?

g~

A I am a member ofINTAR, which is the International Network of
Treatment Alternatives for Recovery. And I'm also a member of the New
Zealand Mental Health Foundation, which is an organization in New Zealand
that's charged with the responsibility for promotion of mental health and
prevention of mental disability in New Zealand.
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Q Okay. Are there -- can you describe a little bit what INTAR is about?
A INTAR is an intcmation.ll nenvork of people who are interested in
promoting the knowledge about, and availability of access to alternatives to
traditional and mainstream approaches to treating mental distress. And
INTAR is really interested in identifying successful methods of working with
people experiencing distress to promote mental well being, and, in particular,
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alternatives to the use of mainstream medical model or medication type
treatments.
Q And are there people in INTAR that are actually running those kind of
programs?
A There are. There's a wide variety of people doing that. And some of them
are, also, themselves, interestingly, have backgrounds in psychiatry and
psychology.
Q ... Are there members ofINTAR who are psychiatrists?
A There are. Indeed. Yes, indeed.
Q Do you know -- do you remember any of their names?
A Dr. Peter Stastny is a psychiatrist, Dr. Pat [Bracken], who manages the
mental health services in West Cork, Ireland, and also in parts of England, as
a psychiatrist. ..
Q Okay. Is it fair to say that all these people believe that there should be
other methods of treating people who are diagnosed with mental illness than
insisting on medication?
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A Absolutely, there are. And that's quite a strong theme, in fact, for -- for that
group, and I believe that it's based on the fact that there is now growing
recognition that medication is not a satisfactory answer for a significant
proportion of the people who experience mental distress, and that for some
people...it creates more problems than solutions....
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Q. Now, I believe you testified that you have experience dealing with those
sorts of people as well, is that correct?
AI do.
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Q And would that include someone who has been in the system for a long
time, who is on and off drugs, and who might refuse them?
A Yes. Absolutely. We've worked with people in our services across the
spectrum. People who have had long term experience of using services and
others for whom it's their first presentation.
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Q And when you say "long term use of services," does that include -- does
that mean they need medication?
A Unfortunately, in New Zealand the primary form of treatment, until very
recent times, has been medication, through the lack of alternatives.... And
we're just now beginning to develop alternatives. They'd offer people real
choice and options in terms of what is available instead of medication that
might enable people to further address the issues which are raised by the
concerns related to their mental state.
Q And I think I understood you to say that the program that you run along
that line has had very good outcomes, is that correct?

A It has. The outcomes to date have been outstanding. The feedback from
services users and from other people working with the services -- both,
peoples families and the clinical personnel working with those people has
supported the approach that we have taken.
Q And is -- and I think you said that, in fact, it's been so impressive that the
government is looking at expanding that program with more funding?
A Indeed. And, in fact, right across New Zealand they are now looking at
what can be done to create -- make resources available to set up ... more such
services in New Zealand...
Q Is there a philosophy that you might describe in terms of how -- that would
go along with this kind of alternative approach?
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A The way that I would describe that is that it's -- it's really about
relationships. It's about building a good therapeutic relationship with the
person in distress and supporting that person to recognize and come to terms
with the issues that are going on in their life, in such a way that builds a
therapeutic alliance and is based on negotiation, rather than the use of force
or coercion, primarily...
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A ...because we recognize that the use of force and coercion actually
undermines the therapeutic relationship and decreases the likelihood of
compliance in the long term with whatever kinds of treatment or support has
been implicated for the person. So we have created and set up our service
along the lines of making relationship and negotiation the primary basis for
working with the person and supporting the person to reflect on and
reconsider what's going on to create what might be defined as a crisis, and to
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devise strategies and plans for how the person might be with the issues and
challenges that they face in their life. . ..

Q Now, you mentioned -- I think you said that coercion creates problems.
Could you describe those kind of problems?
A Well, that's really about the fact that [there is] growing recognition -- I
think worldwide, but particularly in New Zealand, that coercion, itself,
creates trauma and further distress for the person, and that that, in itself,
actually undermines the benefits of the treatment that is being provided in a
forced context. And so our aiming and teaching is to be able to support the
person to resolve the issues without actually having to trample...on the
person's autonomy, or hound them physically or emotionally in doing so.
Q And I think you testified that would be --include people who have been in
the system for a long time, right?
A It does, indeed. Yes.

Q And would that include people who have been coerced for a long time?
A In many cases, yes....
Q And -- and have you seen success in that approach?
A We have. It's been phenomenal, actually. Jim, I've been -- personally, I -- I
had high hopes that it would work, but I've...been really impressed how well,
in fact, it has worked.
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It is expected Mr. Whitaker, Ms. Porter and Dr. Bassman can be available for
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less intrusive alternative is available.
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The affidavit of Paul Comils, a certified copy of which is filed herewith shows a

~

further testimony and cross-examination by telephone and Paul Comils in person.
API may not avoid its obligation to provide a less intrusive alternative by choosing
to not make it available. Wyatt v. Stickney, 344 F.Supp. 387, 392 (M.D.Ala.1972) (" no
default can be justified by a want of operating funds. "), affinned, Wyatt v. Anderholt, 503
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F,2d 1305, 1315 (5th Cir. 1974)(state legislature is not free to provide social service in a
way that denies constitutional right).

In Wyatt the federal courts required the State of

Alabama to spend funds in specific ways to provide constitutionally adequate services.
Having invoked its awesome power to confine Respondent and having sought to
exercise its similarly awesome power to forcibly medicate him against his will "for his own
good," Respondent's constitutional right to a less intrusive alternative has sprung into
being. This is what Myers holds. Wyatt holds that API may not avoid its obligation to do
so merely by choosing not to provide the less intrusive alternative, i. e., providing a social
service that denies Respondent's right to a less intrusive alternative,
Neither should API be allowed to again discharge its obligation to provide a less
intrusive alternative by discharging Mr. Bigley from the hospital so it can pick him up at a '
later point when PsychRights is not available to represent him.

IV.

Procedural Issues

In addition to the substantive issues of best interests and less intrusive alternative,
t.J
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there are a some procedural issues which are hereby raised at this time.
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Objection to Referral to the Probate Master.

First, Mr. Bigley objects to the referral of the forced drugging petition tothe
'

Probate Master pursuant to Probate Rule 2(c). There are many reasons why the referral to
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(A)
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the Probate Master should not be maintained.

(1) Objections to an Unfavorable Recommendation Will Be Filed
For the substantive reasons that (i) the forced drugging is not in Mr. Bigley's best
interests, and (ii) there is a less intrusive alternative available, objections under Probate
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Rule 2(t) will be filed to an unfavorable recommendation. Mr. Bigley respectfully
suggests both practicality and the Superior Court taking its obligations to consider both of
these Myers requirements seriously, dictate that it handle the case directly.
(2) Probate Rule 2(b)(3)(D) is Invalid
Another reason why the referral to the Probate Master should not be maintained is
that Probate Rule 2(b)(3)(D), providing that the master's recommendation to grant the
forced drugging petition is effective pending superior court review is invalid.
In Myers v. Alaska Psychiatric Institute, 138 P.3d 238,254 (Alaska 2006), the
Alaska Supreme Court held:
[A] court may not permit a treatment facility to administer psychotropic
drugs unless the court makes findings that comply with all applicable
statutory requirements and, in addition, expressly finds by clear and
convincing evidence that the proposed treatment is in the patient's best
interests and that no less intrusive alternative is available.
(emphasis added).
Probate Rule 2(b)(3)(D) making the Probate Master's recommendation to approve
the forced drugging petition effective before Superior Court approval is therefore invalid.
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In Wetherhorn v. Alaska Psychiatric Institute, 156 P.3d 371, 381 (Alaska 2007), the
Alaska Supreme Court held:
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The expedited proc~ss required for involuntary ~ommitmcnt proceedings is
aimed at mitigating the infringement of the respondent's liberty rights that
begins the moment the respondent is detained involuntarily. In contrast, so
long as no drugs have been administered, the rights to liberty and privacy
implicated by the right to refuse psychotropic medications remain intact.
Therefore, in the absence of an emergency, there is no reason why the
statutory protections should be neglected in the interests of speed.
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Probate Rule 2(b)(3)(D) impermissibly dispenses with statutory protections as well
as the constitutional protections Wetherhorn requires. 86 Because these proceedings are
normally conducted in a pro forma manner, with respondents immediately forcibly
drugged, which the Alaska Supreme Court has equated with electroshock and lobotomy,87
without a meaningful opportunity to present a defense, and before even the Superior Court
has approved it, as required by Alaska Statutes, let alone given a chance for Supreme
Court review, Mr. Bigley feels he must make his objection to the employment of Probate
Rule 2(b)(3)(D) prophylactically now in the event the referral to the Probate Master is
maintained and he recommends approval of the forced drugging petition.
lfthe referral to the Probate Master is maintained, and the Probate Master
recommends granting the forced drugging petition, in the alternative, Mr. Bigley
prophylactically moves for a stay pursuant to Probate Rule 2(£)(2), pending Superior Court
revIew.
In the alternative to that, Mr. Bigley prophylactically moves for a one week stay to
seek relief in the Supreme Court. This motion is supported by the foregoing discussion
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and evidence regarding best interests and a less intrusive alternative.
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86 Moreover, because Probate Rule 2(b)(3)(D) only makes the Probate Master's
determinations as to capacity to give informed consent effective pending Superior Court
Review and does not make the Probate Master's recommendations as to best interests and
less intrusive alternatives required by Myers effective pending Superior Court review, it
does not authorize the hospital to forcibly drug Respondent before Superior Court review
after Myers.
87 See, Myers 138 P3d at 242; Wetherhorn, 156 P.3d at 382.
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(3) Civil Rule 53(d)(l)'s Requirement of a Transcript is Violated As a
Matter of Course
Civil Rule 53(d)(l) requires a transcript accompany the Probate Master's report.
This requirement is routinely ignored. Mr. Bigley is entitled to have this rule followed and
referral should not be maintained when this Court expects the Probate Master to violate the
rule. 88

(B)The Forced Drugging Petition is Premature
In Myers v. Alaska Psychiatric Institute, the Alaska Supreme Court explained
involuntary commitments and forced drugging involve two separate steps:89
To treat an unwilling and involuntarily committed mental patient with psychotropic
medication, the state must initiate the second step of the process by filing a second
petition, asking the court to approve the treatment it proposes to give.
This was reiterated in Wetherhorn v. Alaska Psychiatric Institute,90:
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Unlike involuntary commitment petitions, there is no statutory requirement that a
hearing be held on a petition for the involuntary administration of psychotropic
drugs within seventy-two hours of a respondent's initial detention. The expedited
process required for involuntary commitment proceedings is aimed at mitigating the
infringement of the respondent's liberty rights that begins the moment the
respondent is detained involuntarily. In contrast, so long as no drugs have been
administered, the rights to liberty and privacy implicated by the right to refuse
psychotropic medications remain intact. Therefore, in the absence of an
emergency, there is no reason why the statutory protections should be neglected in
the interests of speed.
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88 The failure ofthe Probate Masters to comply with Civil Rule 53(d)(l) being fatal to a
superior court approval without a transcript is on appeal in S-12677.
89 138 P.2d 238, 242-3 (Alaska 2006), emphasis added.
90 156 P.3d 371, 382 (Alaska 2007), footnotes omitted.
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The Alaska Supreme Court thus specifically held it is a two-step process wherein
the forced drugging petition cannot proceed before the involuntary commitment process
has been completed:
Alaska requires a two-step process before psychotropic drugs may be administered
involuntarily in a non-crisis situation: the State must first petition for the
respondent's commitment to a treatment facility, and then petition the court to
approve the medication it proposes to administer. The second step requires that the
State prove by clear and convincing evidence that: (1) the committed patient is
currently unable to give or withhold informed consent;91
Both Myers and Wetherhorn specifically referred to these two steps and to a
"committed" patient. In Myers this Court held the Forced Drugging Petition is filed after a
commitment has been granted. 92 Thus, only after a commitment order has been signed by
the Superior Court Judge maya forced drugging petition be filed.
(C)

The Forced Drugging Petition Is Defective and at a Minimum,
API should Be Ordered to Conform it to the Requirements of Myers

In Myers 138 P.3d at 254, with respect to the required best interest element the
Alaska Supreme Court held:
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At a minimum, we think that courts should consider the information
that our statutes direct the treatment facility to give to its patients in order to
ensure the patient's ability to make an informed treatment choice. As
codified in AS 47.30.837(d)(2), these items include:
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(B) information about (he proposed medication, its purpose, the
method of its administration, the recommended ranges of dosages,
possible side effects and benefits, ways to treat side effects, and risks
of other conditions, such as tardive dyskinesia;
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.....,
91 156 P.3d at 382, emphasis added.
92 138 P.3d at 242-3.
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(C) a review of the patient's history, including medication
history and previous side effects from medication;
(D) an explanation ofinteractions with other drugs, including
over-the-counter drugs, street drugs, and alcohol; ... 93
The Alaska Supreme Court also cited with approval the Supreme Court of
Minnesota's requirement considering the following factors:
(1) the extent and duration of changes in behavior patterns and mental
activity effected by the treatment;
(2) the risks of adverse side effects;
... ; and
(5) the extent of intrusion into thepatient's body and the pain
connected with the treatment. 9
All of these factors are drug and dose dependent and the last one relates to the
manner of administration. Thus, Myers specifically requires a drug by drug, dose by dose,
and manner of administration determination by the Court.
Sell v. United States, 539 U.S. 166, 123 S.Ct. 2174 (2003), a forced drugging to
make one competent to stand trial case, based on the requirements of the United States
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Constitution, also requires a drug by drug analysis (liThe specific kinds of drugs at issue
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may matter here as elsewhere. Different kinds of antipsychotic drugs may produce
different side effects and enjoy different levels of success. "). 95
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138 P.3d 252, emphasis added.
I d.
95 While Sell is a competence to stand trial case, the U.S. Supreme Court used the same
sort of standard constitutional law compelling state interest, further state interest and least
intrusive alternative analysis the Alaska Supreme Court employed in Myers and is fully
applicable here with respect to this issue.
93
94
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API has not changed its forced drugging petition form to comply with Myers. It is
therefore defective and should be dismissed for that reason. In the alternative, API should
be required to file an amended petition comporting with the requirements of Myers. A
failure to do so is a violation of Mr. Bigley's due process rights.

v.

Motion for Settlement Conference

Mr. Bigley has been abused enough. What API has done to him for 28 years and
some 75 admissions should not be allowed to continue. What API has done to Mr. Bigley
for 28 years and some 75 admissions is not working and something different should be
tried. Mr. Bigley hereby moves the Court to order a settlement conference to discuss a
better approach for Mr. Bigley. Mr. Cornils affidavit describes a less intrusive alternative
and it seems preferable for the parties to get together to try and work something out before
the forced medication petition is heard.
DATED: March 6,2008.
Law Project for Psyc;hiatric Rights
.......
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JcJlles B. Gottstein, Esq.
16M. # 7811100
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE
COpy

In The Matter of the Necessity for the
Hospitalization of William S. Bigley,
Respondent,

)
)
)
)

Orlgln.1 Reoerv.et
ProtNle. Dlvlalon

MAR 06 2008

Case No. 3AN 08-00247 PR

APPENDIX TO SUBMISSION FOR REPRESENTATION HEARING

ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE

OOSPITAL RECORD
I

.'

SOCIAL HISTORY
,

Patient: BIGLEY, William S.
Case #: 00-56-65

Dati!:

4/18/80

IDENTIFYING DATA: This is the first API admission for this 27-yeardivorced, Aleut/native male who is a mill hand from
Sitka, Alaska, committed under Title 47.
PRESENTING PROBLEM: Dr. South's admitting note states IIFirst API
admission for a 27-year-old, divorced, native or
part-native male, mill hand, from Sitka committed under Title 47. He
was reportedly divorced recently, wife gained custody of two daughters,
ages 4 and 5. Patient reportedly has been threatening and bizarre,
subject to auditor,y hallucinations (he reP9rtedly removed a crown from a
tooth because it contained a 'transmitter'). He is guarded and defensive,
unwilling to discuss any of these matters, but he does not directly deny
them, simply says 'I don't want to talk about it,' or 'J've talked to
people about that already.' He wants to see a priest--he reportedly
stated he had killed someone in Sitka but this was believed to be a
delusion. He looks depressed and near tears, denies he is depressed but
says IJ'm just sad,1 also 'Hurt.' Denies suicide inclinations. Correctly
oriented. Appears anxious 1n that he sighs frequently,'but he sits very
quietly looking dejected. Denies hallucinations. Insight and judgment
impaired. Diagnosis: Schizophrenifonn disorder.
II

PATIENT'S SUBJECTIVE SYMPTOMS:

When J asked patient why he thought
he was here, he said he had just gotten
divorced and consequently had a nervous breakdown.

The following history was given mainly by the patient's mother, as well
as by the patient. The mother is Mrs. S;vering.
PREVIOUS PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT: The patient says he has never had
any mental health hospitalizations;
however, a letter from Dr. Laughridge, Ph.D., states patient was hospitalized in Sitka for 48 hours and responded well to Thorazine. He did
not follow through with his meds after discharge.
PERSONAL HISTORY: The patient was born January 15, 1953, on Kodiak
island. He moved to Juneau in 1954, moved to Sitka
in 1960, and to Anchorage in 1966. He returned to Sitka in 1968. He
has lived in Sitka since.
The childhood illnesses the patient had were chickenpox, measles, and
mumps. He has been in no accidents, has had no operations, and has no
allergies.
The patient's relationships as a child were normal and average. His
relationship's as an adolescent were fine. He went as far as the lOth
grade having dropped out of school because he says he could not handle
it. His peer relationships as an adult have been normal and average.
•
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AIASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE

lDSPITAL

RECORD

Patient: BIGLEY, William S.
Case #: 00-56-65
Social History/Page 2
The patient has not received his GED, nor has he had any training of any
trades nor any college. He has been employed with Alaska Lumber and
Pulp since 1973 in Sitka and is presently on his vacation from this job.
He has never been in the armed services.
The patient enjoys reading as a hobby, and enjoys hiking and picnicking
as recreational activities.
Patient's religious preference is Nazarene.
The patient has no legal problems, although his mother states that they
have attempted to lower his child support monies down because the mother
is asking for more. The patient presently pays $400.00 a month for both
daughters in child support monies and another $400.00 for her house
trailer payments.
FAMILY HISTORY: The patient's two daughters live in Sitka, Alaska,
with the mother, who gained custody since their divorce
of last year (1979). The daughters are ages 5 and 3, and the ex-wife,
Peggy, is a 33-year-old, German born, white female.
The patient's biological father passed away in 1965 in Sitka, Alaska, at
the age of 37 from heart and diabetic diseases.
The patient's mother, Rosalie Sivering is 49-years-old and presently
lives in Anchorage. She has a 12th grade education and one year of
college. She had been liVing in Anchorage and had not seen her son
since his divorce of last year.
Mrs. Sivering's present husband is Mr. Carl Sivering, age 44, who has
just retired from the A~. He is presently looking for work. They
had been stationed in Anchorage since 1971 when he retired.
The patient has one brother, Richard Bigley, 28 years old, is married,
and lives in Sitka and also works for the same pulp company where Bill
works.
There are no behavioral, physical, or mental problems within the family,
and the family relationships are fine.
POST HOSPITAL RESOURCES:

Patient will return to Sitka upon discharge.
He will continue to work with the Alaska
Lumber and Pulp. He will continue to live with his brother, as he has
been. His box number is 1355, Sitka, Alaska. His followup will be with
Dr. Laughridge of the Sitka Mental Health Clinic.
AXIS IV:

Psychosocial Stressors: Unresolved and ongoing reaction
to divorce, ex-wife has custody of two daughters, pays large
child support and trailer payments to ex-wife.
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE

OOSPITAL RECORD

Patient: BIGLEY, William S.
Case #: 00-56-65
Social History/Page 3
Severity:
AXIS V:

4, moderate.
Highest level of adaptive functioning during past year:
3, good.

~~~
Annie Bowen, MSW
AB:dh
d:
t:

4/22/80
4/25/80
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J-DSPITAL RECORD

SAU
Randy Gager, NA III

~11~~

ADMISSION DATA BASE

EA~

Reports sporadi c eati ng habi ts. "~Ihenever I'm
hungry". T\'lenty-three pound wei ght loss in 1ast
4 months. No food allergies reported.

SLEEPING

Last 5 days extremely difficult to sleep. No
recurring dreams or nightmares. Occasional nap.

ELHlINATION
HABITS

No.problems reported.

BODY POSTURE

Erect sitting and standing.
gai t.

GROOMING &
HYGIENE

Whenever needed. usually X3 weekly.
appearance.

HENSES

N/A

PROSTHETIC
DEVICES

One crown.

THv1E ALONE
& ACTIVITIES

Normal amount.
No hobbies.

INTERACTIONS

Has friends. visits when he feels like it.
eye contact. Responses are guarded.

HEMORY--RECENT
AND PAST

Both appear intact.

MEDICATIONS

Denies recent use of street drugs or ETOH.

ACTING OUT

Would rather communicate than fight.

(ADrnSSION)
L~HAT PATIENT
THINKS HIS
PROBLEM IS

lilt's complicated

d:
t:

problem with
Disheveled

Feels comfortable when alone.

ll
•

RG/sjb
Patient:
Case #:

i~o

BIGLEY, William
00-56-65

4/15/80
4/17/80
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE

OOSPITAL

SAU
Randy Gager, NA III
4/3Qj~

RECORD

DISCHARGE ASSESSMENT NOTE

'AlJJ

l:A{ft{r~

Patient normally consumed 3 regular sized meals
per day, nonmal pace. Infrequent snacking noted
during the day. Normal consumption of liquids. No
food allergies reported.

SLEEPING

Eight to ten hours of uneventful sleep at night.
No complaints of recurring dreams or nightmares.
Normally once asleep stays asleep. Several hour
naps throughout the day.

ELIMINATION

No problems reported.

HABITS

BODY POSTURE

Erect sitting and standing.

GROOMING &
HYGIENE

Usually showered with change of clothing X3
weekly, hair is clean, but uncombed at this time.

t~ENSES

N/A

PROSTHETIC
DEVICES

Patient wears one crown.

TIME ALONE
& ACTIVITIES

Occasionally normal amount of time spent alone,
usually sits in day room, but interactions are
minimal. Occasionally would enter into unit
activities such as pool or ping pong, but short
attention was exhibited.

INTERACTIONS

Speaks when spoken to. Minimal initiation of
interactions, but speaks clearly and effectively.
Good eye contact.

MEMORY--RECENT
AND PAST

Both appear intact.

MEDICATIONS

Patient will be discharged with a two weeks' supplJt ~
of Haldol 10 mg. taken b.i.d. and Cogentin 2 mg.
'

No problem with gait.

b.1. d.

Patient was on suicide awareness for several days
after admission, but no suicidal attempts made.
Patient at this time denies suicidal and homicidal
ideation. Has been cooperative with the staff
throughout his admission.

ACTING OUT

•

Patient:

BIGLEY, William

Case I:

00-56-65
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE

HOSPITAL RECORD

Patient: BIGLEY, William
Case #: 00-56-65
Discharge Assessment Note/Page 2
(DISCHARGE)
WHAT PATIENT
VERBALIZES AS
FOLLOW-UP CARE

Patient reports he will spend apprOXimately one week
with his parents in Anchorage, then plans on returning
to Sitka where he does have employment.

RG/sjb
d:
t:

-

4/30/80
5/1/80
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE

HOSPITAL

RECORD

DISCHARGE

SUM~1ARY

PATIENT: BIGLEY, William
CASE #: 00-56-65

DATE OF A~'ISSION:
DATE OF DISCHARGE:

4/15/80
4/30/80

IDENTIFYING DATA: This was the first API admission for this 27-yearold, divorced, Aleut native male who is a mi11hand
from Sitka, Alaska, committed under Title 47.
REASON FOR &CONDITION ON ADMISSION:

Patient was admitted reportedly
having been threatening and bizarre,
subject to auditory hallucinations. For example, he mentioned that he
had removed a crown from a tooth because it contained a transmitter. On
admission, he was guarded and defensive, unwilling to discuss any of
these matters, but he did not directly deny them. He simply said he did
not want to talk about it. He wanted to see a priest. He reportedly
had stated that he killed someone in Sitka, but this was believed to be
a delusion. He was ver,y recently divorced and his wife gained custody
of his two daughters, ages 4 and 5. On admission, he was ver,y depressed,
near tears and made statements, such as "I 1 m very sad and I hurt. II He
denied suicidal ideations. His orientation was intact. He denied
hallucinations and his insight and judgment were impaired.
COURSE IN THE HOSPITAl:

Patient responded well to the unit routine and
participated in the ward activities. He was
treated with Haldo1 10 mg. b.i.d. which was started on 4/15/80 and on
4/17/80 after he developed some extrapyramidal problems, Cogentin 2 mg.
p.o. b.i.d. was added. Physical examination did not reveal any significant abnormalities. Laboratory findings included a CBC, which showed
an RBC of 5.22, hemoglobin of 15.7, hematocrit of 44.9, and a nonnal
differential. Urinalysis was normal. RPR was non-reactive. A throat
culture after 48 hours showed positive staph aureus, sensitive to a
number of antibiotics. Patient's depression improved rather rapidly and
with no further indication of hallucinations, and delusions, while he
vC
was in the hospital. Towards the end of hospital treatment, his affect
became pleasant and cooperative. He was interacting well on the unit
and was anxious to be discharged.
CONDITION ON DISCHARGE: Patient was markedly improved. He was discharged to the care of his parents.
FINAL DIAGNOSIS:

Axis I:

Schizophreniform disorder, 295.40.

Axis II:

All disturbances limited to Axis I.

Axis III:
Axis IV:

None.
Psychosocial stressors: Unresolved and
ongoing reaction to divorce, ex-wife has
custody of two daughters, pays large
child support and trailer payments to
ex-wife. Severity: 4, moderate.
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE

IDSPITAL

PATIENT:
CASE #:

RECORD

BIGLEY, William
00-56-65

Discharge Summary - con't.
Page 2

Axis V:
PROGNOSIS:

Highest level of adaptive functioning
during the past year: 3, good.

Somewhat guarded depending upon the type of follow-up
treatment patient will receive in dealing with his recent

divorce.
POST HOSPITAL PLAN:

~~dications

and recommendations: Patient was to
stay for one week with his parents in Anchorage
before returning to Sitka where he will seek help either from the Mental
Health Center or from the social worker at the P.H.S. Hospital in Mt.
Edgecumbe. Medication: Discharge medication - Ha1do1 10 mg. b.l.d.,
Cogentin 2 mg. b.; .d.
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5/7/80
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Robert Alberts, M.D.
Staff Psychiatrist
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
HOSPITAL RECORD

DISCHARGE SUMMARY
PATIENT: BIGLEY, William Stanley
CASE #: 00-56-65

ADMISSION DATE: 2/27/81
DISCHARGE DATE: 5/04/81

IDENTIFYING DATA: William Bigley is a 28 year old, Aleut/Indian/Caucasian, divorced, father, employed in a pulp mill
industry in Sitka, Alaska. He is admitted to API for his third hospitalization at API. The present admission results from referral from
the Sitka Jail per court order issued by Magistrate Marilyn Hanson,
requesting psychiatric evaluation and observation. Additionally, a
physician's certificate filed by Robert Hunter, M.D., as well as an
application for judicial commitment filed by Michael Boyd (Mental Health
Worker, Sitka, Alaska), also accompanies patient.
REASON FOR, AND CONDITION ON, ADMISSION:

It should be mentioned that
the patient himself, at no
time throughout the course of this hospitalization, identified that he
had psychiatric problems or needs. From the very outset, he persisted
in viewing his difficulties as purely situational in nature, and interpreted any problems that he might be struggling with as resulting
from the direct acts of persons other than himself.
He admits that during the several hour period prior to referral to API,
he had been jailed in the Sitka Jail because he had failed to answer a
traffic citation. Notes which accompany him from the jail indicate that
Mr. Bigley behaved in a peculiar fashion while in jail and, in fact,
refused to leave the jail when he Was offered an opportunity to do so.
He seemed to be preoccupied with fearful thoughts that he might be
harmed by persons outside of the jail. For this reason,and the fact
that he refused to communicate in a logical or coherent way, he was
referred for psychiatric hospitalization at this time.
At the time of admission to the hospital, Mr. Bigley refuses to look at
the admitting physician. He sits in a very stiff fashion with his head
and neck markedly extended as he sometimes gazes at the ceiling, but
more often closes his eyes and refuses to respond to specific questions.
He does respond with occasional monosyllabic replies or with very abrupt
answers to specific questions. He volunteers some information which
takes a form of a flood of accusations directed at the examining physician as well as the Sitka police. He also expresses angry thoughts
about other persons in the Sitka community who he neglects to identify
by name. He reveals loosely structured delusional ideas, which have to
do with his being involved in some sort of special mission to deal with
a1iens". These notions are mixed up with ideas about wanting to travel
to Easter Island as part of his mission to save the world from destruction. He refers to wanting to incarcerate all "junkies" on Alcatraz
Island. These observations are mentioned through clenched teeth and
interspersed with long periods of absolute mute, near catatonia. He
denies active auditory hallucinations or visual hallucinations.
l
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
HOSPITAL RECORD

Patient: BIGLEY, William Stanley
Case #: 00-56-65
.
Discharge Summary/Page 2
He becomes angry when queried as to why he was jailed in the first
place. He does not respond to suggestions that he might be sad or
lonely, even though he is close to tears during parts of the interview.
He does not reveal absolute impairment of recent or remote memory, but
it is impossible to test his sensorium with accuracy because of failure
of cooperation.
It should be noted that Mr. Bigley has undergone two previous psychiatric
hospitalizations at API, all within the past 12 months. His first
hospitalization was from 4/15/80 through 4/30/80, at which time he was
thought to suffer from schizophreniform disorder. His acute symptoms
were thought to result from a recent separation and divorce from his
wife. A subsequent hospitalization from 9/20/80 until 10/20/80 was for
schizophrenic disorder, paranoid, subchronic with acute exacerbation.
On both previous occasions of hospitalization he was treated with antipsychotic medication - Haldol and eventually made a suitable recovery.
It was noted that his response to medication was very slow to develop.
COURSE IN HOSPITAL: The patient refused to undergo a physical examination throughout his entire hospitalization until
only a few days prior to discharge. On 5/1/81, a physical examination
reveals no abnormalities, but for several primitive reflexes which were
elicited on neurological exam. A urinalysis was normal, but other
laboratory studies were not secured during this hospitalization. A chest
x-ray is normal on 3/2/81.
No psychological studies were secured during this hospitalization.
Initially, Mr. Bigley was admitted to the Adult Admission Unit, but
after several hours was transferred to the Security Unit while clarification of his legal status was established. It was found that no
criminal charges were pending against him, for which reason, on 3/2/81
he was referred back to the Adult Admission facility. He was started on
Haldol medication 10 mg. b.i.d. on the day of admission, which the drug
was increased to 20 mg. t.i.d. on 3/3/81. Cogentin 2 mg. b.i.d. was
initiated for relief of EPS. Throughout the first three hospital weeks
there was essentiallY no change in his mental condition. He interacted
passively and in.differently to interaction with other patients. He
was irritable, demanding, and sometimes openly threatening in interactions with unit staff members. From time to time he would play pool
or otherwise engage in unit activity or recreation, but remained for the
most part withdrawn and uninvolved in unit activities.
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
HOSPITAL RECORD

Patient: BIGLEY, William Stanley
Case #: 00-56-65
Discharge Summary/Page 3
The medication seemed not to have noticeable favorable effects throughout
the first several hospital weeks, despite the fact that there were a
variety of unpleasant EPS side effects. He was transferred to the
longer term, locked, adult treatment unit on 3/10/81 because of continuing frank paranoid delusions and threatened angry assaultiveness.
On 3/26/81 a judicial hearing determined that there would be granted a
30 day extension during which time treatment efforts would continue,
following which there would be a further hearing concerning the possibility of judicial commitment. Mr. Bigley was furiously angry that he
was deprived of his right to freedom outside the hospital, but despite
his persistent anger and occasional verbal threats, he never became
physically assaultive, nor did he abuse limited privileges away from the
locked unit.
After the first six hospital weeks he continued to believe that he had
some special mission involving Easter Island - drug addicts and alien
visitors to the Earth. When these views were gently challenged he
became extremely angry, usually walking away from whoever questioned his
obviously disordered thoughts.
Mr. Bigley often was visibly despondent and several times was close to
tears as he discussed the forlorn hopelessness of his situation. He was
unwilling to relate his despondency to issues other than his forced
confinement, and specifically denied that he was still troubled by the
recent divorce from his wife. Ludiomil was started in a dosage up to
150 mg. q. d. on 3/26/81. At the same time Haldol was decreased to 40
mg. h.s. After four days of use of Ludiomil, Mr. Bigley's thought
processes seemed more fragmented, he seemed more intensely irritable,
and angrily demanding, for which reason the Lud~omil was discontinued.
Haldol was once again increased to 20 mg. t.i.d., on 4/3/81. Efforts to
decrease or discontinue Cogentin were unsuccessful, so that he required
relief of EPS with regular use of Cogentin. On 4/27/81 the Haldol was
discontinued in favor of what was hoped to be the less sedative Navane
40 mg. h. s. He requi red intravenous Cogenti'n on the day after Navane
was started, but thereafter, responded well to Navane with less sluggishness and waxY, bodily movements. His spirits improved, that he was able
to be quietly pleasant in his interactions with unit staff members for
the first time. He had reached maximum benefit from hospitalization,
and arrangments were made for discharge.
CONDITION AT DISCHARGE:

Improved. There was no longer evidence of
acute psychotic thinking or behavior at the

time of discharge.
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Patient: BIGLEY, William Stanley
Case #: 00-56-65
Discharge Summary/Page 4
FINAL DIAGNOSIS:
Axis I:

Schizophrenic disorder, paranoid, subchronic with acute
exacerbation, 295.33.

Axis II:

Diagnosis confined to Axis I.

Axis III :

No significant diagnosis.

Axis IV:

Psychosocial Stressors: Severity: 4, moderate.

Axis V:

Highest level of adaptive functioning past year:
4, fair, with moderate impairment of his social and
work capabil i ty.

PROGNOSIS:

Guarded. There had been three separate hospitalizations
for acute paranoid illness in less than 12 months. The
initial acute psychotic reaction might have been accounted for on the
basis of overwhelming situational stress in the form of divorce. The
lingering and recurring nature of the problem however, and the fact that
Mr. Bigley refuses to recognize the need for continued hospitalization
is discouraging.
POST HOSPITAL PLAN: Patient will be followed at the Sitka Mental Health
Clinic. Will continue Navane 30 mg. h.s., Artane
2 mg. b. i.d.
(]?trlI-{.A,. M ~
RM/sjb
Robert Marshall, M.D.
Staff Psychiatrist
d:
t:

5/18/81
5/20/81
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
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RE.ASO~S FOR & CO~ITION O~

ADi\llSSION: As recorded on the Admission Data

Base for 02/22/07:
"IDENTIFYING DATA: This is the 68 th API admission for this 54-year-old.
unmarried Alaska Native nonveteran. unemployed male of ~azarenc religiolls
preference. He was admitted on an Ex Parte filed by his guardian.
PRESE~TING PROBLEM: The patient allegedly was at risk of going hungry
because he would not cooperate with efforts to provide him groceries. The patient was also very emotionally labile and was creating public disturbances and
allegedly had twice required police escort away from arcas that he had been causing disturbances.

HISTORY OF PRESEl\'T ILLNESS: This patient left API previously on
January 3 "Against Medical Advice." At that time, he did not quite meet criteria
for going forward with an extended commitment period. The patient quit raking
medications immediately upon discharge and did not follow-up one time with
outpatient psychiatric appointments. The patient's guardian attempted to work
with the patient regarding providing him with brrocerics and also a case manager
from Anchorage Community Mental Health Services tried to work with the patient apparently. However, the patient would only work with his new arromey
and appeared to decide that there was no reason at all that he should work with
anyone who was professionally trained to assist him with his mental health care.
The patienl apparently became increasingly labile and was demonstrating aggressi,-e verbal behavior in public places. This was a marked contrast from the patient's mental status just before leavin!! API when he was quite calm and even
tempered.
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The patient has been engag~d in a legal battle in an effort to free himself from guardianship e\'er since he was solicited by his current attorncy during his last "
hospitalization. The attorney's influence on the patient has been remarkable and .has considerably worsened his functioning. as well as his prognosis because he ~
has fed into the patient's delusional grandiosity. The patient is no longer to work :;::.
with outpatient mental health resources at all, and is no longer willing to work at:'t
all with his guardian.
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The patient claims that he has frozen foods in his freezer, anEl tilat he is able to
provide for his nutritional needs, and he still has housing and is safe from the
weather outdoors. Apparently, the patient may have been getti!1g sIT!all amounts
of money from his atlomey in order to secure groceries. The patient says that he
wants his guardian to pro,,·ide him with money in small amounts periodically so
that he can go get his own groceries. The patient is paranoid about his guardian
and thinks that he is trying to ruin his life. The patient is extremely delusional
and brings up governmental conspiracies and talks about the number of people

PATIENT: BIGLEY, William
CASE #:
00-56-65
ADMITTING UNIT: K.o\TMAI
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
HOSPITAL RECORD
that are e:1ten alive eYeI}'day in this country. etc.. etc. The patient essentially
b'USts no one except apparently now. he trusts his new attorney.
The patient has a histoI}' of caffeine abusc and nicotine dependence. His caffeine
abuse has tended to exacerbate his mental status in the past.
The patient was supposed to be taking Dcpakote 500 mg in the morning and 750
q. h.s., as well as Prilosec 20 mg daily. quetiapine 300 mg p.o. bj.d.. and risperidone Consta 50 mg Th') eveI')' two weeks. These were the medications that he
was stabilized on while in API. The patient required the combination of quetiapinc and risperidone Consta due to noncompliance with oral medications combined with the lack of efficacy of risperidonc Consta by itself. The combination
of medications that he was on were working quile well prior to discharge. The
patient was calm on that combination of medications and able to sit through a
com-ersation cwn though he would express his opposing viewpoint and his dislike of his guardian and his plan to get rid of his guardian. He did not express
much in the way of delusions on that combination of medication and certainly
\\35 not getting upset when he was talking about things.
EX.-\~II~:\TIOi'i: The patient is angry. He insists that
API dragged him off the streets and ordered him into the hospital. He expresses
a dislike of hIs guardian. He states that he IS a billionaire. He says there are 300
people a day bemg beaten in lhe United Stales. He is delusional about the government. He denies hallucinations. He denies suicidal or homicidal Ideations.
He admits that h~ has been somewhat disruptivc in some places since he left the
hospital. He insists he has the ability to take care of himself and that he has food
at home. However. he says he is hungry and asks for double p<mions of meals.
He complains that he was given an emergency shot the night of his admission. It
is difficult to do a cognitive examination because the patient is uncooperative.
but he will say that it is FebruaJ)' 2007, and he can recall what was served at
breakfast. He is alert. He does not appear to be suffering from delirium. His
mood is dysphoric. His general affect is hostile. He is very labile and he jumps
up screaming and threatens to throw the examiner out of the room but does nothing physical about it. Eventually. the patient calms down and has a rather intense
discussion about the grocery issues, but becomes less hostile. Later on in the
hallway. the patient resumes his affect and hostile threatening mannerisms. The
patient has very loose associations and is tangential in his thffik,-"g. He is quite
paranoid. He seems unable to process information when it is attempted to explain to him how he can help himself get out of the hospital tQday. ,and he per.
severates with his delusional talk:'

:\lE:\i:\L ST:\Tl'S

DISCHARGE SUMMARY (ER)
PATIENT:

CASE #:

BIGLEY. William
00-56-65

ADMIITING UNIT: KATMAI

ADMISSION DATE:

02/22/07
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
HOSPITAL RECORD
AD;\UTTI~GDIAG~OSIS:

Axis I:

Schizoaffecth'e Disorder. Bipolar Type.
Carrcm~ Intoxication.
~icotme

Dependence.

A.xis IJ:

No diah'Tlosis.

Axis III:

Gastroesophageal reflux disease.
History of anorexia.

A:<.is I\':
AXIS

V:

Strcssors: Other psychosocial and environmental problems.

GAF: 10.

COCRSE iN HOSPITAL: The patient was medication compliant only after the Court ordered
medications on february 27.2007. The patient complained the Depakote increased his appetite.
He: began to improve after that dosage was adjusted and was calmer, but still delusional. He finally agreed to work with his new case manager. who he quickly took a liking to and took some
passes with. He went to \;sit his apartment and was happy with that. '!be patient was ha\'ing some
problems with nausea and vomiting in the last three or four da)'s and his Depakote dose was reduced. even though his DepakOle Icvel W:lS only 84. His oml risperidonc was stoppc:d. as he was
on thc Rispcrcbl sholS. His vital signs were stable and he had no fever.
~ :.

- -f: ~ .~

The patient had potentially reached the maximum benefits trom hospital care and it was deci..d~.
even though his medication dosages had just becn changed. to discharge him on an Early Refe~e.q
~
which he was insisting upon. It was felt thut if the patient was non medication compliant. tl1is .~':.. "20 fv ::: '
might encourage him to comply. otherwise he would have to come back to API.
,E, _~ ~ c~ ;...:;
,- .It was explained repeatedly to the patient thal he was required to take medications. but he C()nl;p-::': -_ .ued to say tlwt because he had a lawyer_ trot he would not have to take medications.
.~ -

.e,

Physical examination and labor-llory findings on admission were within normal limits.
-

,

-

.'0-

•

CO:\'DITIO~ O~ DISCHARGE: The patient was dcIuslOnal. He thought he was a billiomtiie ~ !-.
and that he had a jet plane. He also thought he had pneumonia. He was I!0t !a~ile and was relatively cooperative. He had no insight and poor judgment still. His speech was pressured. H~ had
loosening of associations. Cognitive exam was essentially normal. He was paranoid and guarded~
His mood was essentially cuthymic. He was not nauseated at the time of discharge. He continued
to ha\'e such impaired judgment that it was telt he was not capable of gi\;ng informed consent.
even at the time of discharge.

DISCHARGE SUMMARY (ER)
PATIENT: BIGLEY, William
CASE #:
00-56-65
ADMITTING Ul\TJT: K..A\TMAI
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FI~AL DIAG~OSIS:

A'\is I: Schizoaffccth'e Disorder. Bipolar Type.
Caffeine Abuse,
Nicotine Dependence.
A'i.is II: Paranoid Personality Traits.
A;\:is III: Gastroesophageal reflux disease. by history.
A'i.is IV: Stressors: Other psychosocial and environmental problems (involved with a
new attorney)
Axis V: GAF: 35.

PROGNOSIS: Poor.
POST HOSPITAL PLA..~. MEDICATIONS. & RECO fMEl,-nA nONS: The patient is to
be given Risperdal Consta 50 mg Th·! C\'cry 1~ days and his last shot was on March S, 2007. He is
to continue quetiapine 300 mg p.o. b.i.d. and divalproex ER 500 mg every morning and 250 mg.
c,'el)' night. It should be noted that this dose was recently decreased due to nausea. despite a Dcpakote level of 84. He was gi\'cn a three day supply of his medications and has an appointment
with his prescriber on March 16.2007. He is to have general medical follow up ifhc has funher
nausea, and he should have a Depakote level within a week. He should be returned to API tfhe
begins to decompensate. He should limit his caffeine intake.
_ .'. \
,r

:c < :::.:L-

Diet and activity are not restricred, other than he should limit caffeine intake.
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William A. Worrall, MD
Staff Psychiatrisl
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DISCHARGE SUMMARY (ER)
PATIENT: BIGLEY, William
CASE #:
00-56-65
ADMITTING UNIT: KATMAI
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mE~TIFYI:\"G DATA: ThIs is the 68 11 • API admIssion for thIs 54-year-old. unm:Irried Alaska

Kati"e nom·eter.m. unemployed male ofXazarene religious preference. He was aJmitll:d on an
Ex Pane filed by his guardian.
PRESE:\"TT:\"G PROBLEi\I: The patlent allegcdly was at risk of going hungry hel:ause he
would not cooperJtc wllh cffons to pmvide him grol:eri~s. The patient was also n~ry emotionally
labile and was creating public disturbances and allegedly had twice required pt)licl: escort awa)
frum arcas that he had heen caUSIng dIsturbances.
HISTORY OF PRESE~T ILL:\"ESS: This patient lett API prcviously on January 3 ":\gainst
Medical Advice:' At that time. he did not quite meet criteria for going torward wllh an extended
commitment pl:riod. The pallcnt quit taking medications immedIately upon Jlschurge and did not
follow-up one time \\lith outpatient psychiatric appuintments. The patient's guardian ull~mptcd to
work with the patient regardIng providing hIm with !='foceries and also a case manager trom Anchurnge Community Mental I kalth Sen"ices tried to work with the patient apparently. I1ow~\'er.
th~ patient would only work with his new attorney and appeared to decide that there was no rCason at all that he should work with anyone who was professionally train~d to a!o'sist him \\'Jth his
mental health care. The patIent apparently became increasingly labile and was demonslrating
aggressi\'~ "erbal beha\'ior in public places. This was a marked contrast from the patient's mental
status just before leaving API wht:n he was quite calm and eyen tempered.
The pallent has been engaged in a legal battle in an effort to fn.-. c himself from guardian~hip ever
since hI.' was solicited by his current attorney during his last hospitalizatIon. The attomey's mllucnce on the patient has hl:en remarkable and has considerahly worsened his fundioning. as well
as his proh'llosis because he has fed into lh~ patient's delusional !:.'T3ndiosity. The patient is no
longer to work WIth outpatient mental health resourccs at all. and is no longer willmg to work at
all with hIS ~uurdian.
The patient claims that he has frozen foods in hil) freczer. and that he is able to proVide for hIS
nutnlIonal neeUs. and he still has hOUSing and is safe irom the weather outdoor~. Apparently. the
patient may have been gelling small amounts of money frum his attorney in order III secure gro~
eeries. The patient says that he wants his guardian to provide him with money In smal1 umounl<;
periodically so that he can go get his own hrroceries. n,e patient IS paranoid about hiS guardian
and thinks that he is trying to ruin his life, The p~lticnt is extremely delusional and hrmgs up governmental conspirncies and talks about the number of people that arc eaten ali\'c everyday in this
country_ etc.. etc. The patient e5~ntially trusts no one except apparently now. h~ trusts his new
attorney.
The patIent has a history of caffeine abuse and nicotine dependence. His catfeine abuse has
tcnded to eXilcerbate his mental status in the past.
The patient was supposed to be taking Oepakote SOD mg in the morning and 750 q. h.5.. as well as
Prilosec 20 mg dally. quetiapine 300 mg p.o. b.i.d.. and rispc:ridone Consta 50 mg 11\1 c"ery two
weeks. These were the medIcatIons that he was stabilized on while m API. Thl: patient required

ADMISSION DATA BASE
PATlEl'T:

BIGLEY,William
00-56·65
ADMITTING UNIT: KAT~'IAI

CASE -F;

ADMISSION DATE: 0222.'07
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t~ comhmation of qucl1apin~ and risperidone ('onsta due to noncompliance with oml mt:dicatlons combined with thc= lack of efficacy ofrispcridone Consta by itself. The \:ul11binallOn of
medications that he was on werc working quite \vell prior to discharge. The patient was calm on
that combination of medications and ablc to sit through a conversation even though he would exprcss his opposing \;cwpoint and his dislike of hIS guardian and his plan to get rid of his guardIan. He did not express much in the way of ddusions on that combination of medication and cert:1Inly was not getting upset when he was mlking about things.
I)ERTII\E~T l\IEDICAL PROBLE:\lS: The patic=nt has gastroesophageal rdlux disease but is
not takmg medications for this. He says that he ;$ healthy. He has a -J-pound \\ cight loss sin!.:\:
his last admission oyer a 3-month period.

t:SE OF DRl'GS/ALCOHOL RELATI:'lG TO C('RRENT ADMISSIO~:

~onc

currently

except for can'cine and nicotinc.
P[RTIi\r.~T PERSO:\AL HISTORY: The patient refused to lh'c In an assistcd hving facility
and cndl:d up in an jnd~penJent li\·ing ~Ituation again. and consequcntly he did not comply with
medical10ns or any outpatient appointments. The patient insist:> that he IS a billionaire :md that he
owns his own jet plan~, He has no family suppon. He sun-i\'cs on disability checks and has a
guardiull to help him manuge his funds and make medical decisions although psychialric medications still require dthcr the patient'S conSent or a court order.

\1[:\,.,-\1. STATl'S [XA\I1~:\TIO~: The patient is angry. lie insists that API dragged him
nCt" the streets and ordered him mto the hospital. He expresses a dislike of his guardian. He states
that he is a billionaire. III: says Ihere arc 300 people a day being beaten in the United States. He
is ddusional about the go\·cmment. Hc= denies hallucinations. He denies suicidal or homicidal
ideations. He admits thut he has been somewhul disruptive in some places sine.: he Jcftthe hospital. He Insists he has the ability to take care of himsdf and that he has food at home. Howevcr.
he says he is hunk"'Y and asks for doubh: ponions of meals. He compl:lIns that he \\'as giwn an
emcrgency shot the night of his admissum. It is ditTtcuh to do a cognitive examination because
the patient is uncooperative, but he will say that it is February 2007. and hc can recall what was
sen'ed at breakfast. He is ulen. lIe docs nut appear to be suffering from ddinum. His mood is
dysphoric. His gcneml affect is hostile. He is very labile and he Jumps up screaming and threatens to throw the cxammcr out of the room but does nothing ph~'sical about it. E\·entually. the
patient calms down and has a r.ither intense discussion about the b'foccl")' issues. hut becomes less
hostilt:. Later on in the hallway. the patient resumes his affect and hostile threatening mannerisms. The patient has \"Cl")' loosc associations and is tangcntial in his lhinking. He is quite paranoid. He seems unable to process information when it is attempted to explain to him how he can
hdp himself get out of the hospital today. and he persc\,erates with his delUSIonal talk.
ASSETS: General fund ofkno",ledge. avcrage intelligence. physical health.

ADMISSION DATA BASE
PATIEr\T:
CASE =:

BIGLEY.WilIiam
00-56-65

AD!\1ITTING UNIT: KATMAI

ADMISSION DATE: 0212'07
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AD:\lITTI~G DIAGl\'OSIS:
AXIS

I:

Schizoaflective Disorder. Bipolar Type.

Caffeme Intoxication.
Nicotine Dcpendencc.
AXIS

II: No

dlab-'1105Is.

1Il: Gastroesophageal rcllux disease.

AXIS

History of anorexia.
A.xIS

IV:

AXIS

Stressors: Otltcr psychosOI.:ial ancl environmental problems.

V: GA.F: 20.

Preliminan' Treatment Plan: The patient wJiI ~ offered mc(hcations but he refuses any medications. He refuses to stay in the hospital. HIS guardtan insists oun the putient mCCG brra\'e di&ability critcria and is unable to provide for his needs for his own safc£)·. We will seek court c1ariIication as to whether the patient is gr.m~ly disabled or not. We will seck a medication pctition so
lhat we can treal him. as otherwise there would be no benefit trom him being hospi13li7.cJ. We
wil13uempt to help the patient resolve a plan for proviSioning of his b'Toccncs. We will attempt
to encourage the patient to accept an assisted li\'ing faeili£)' placement with 24-hour superYision.
There appears to he nothing we cun do :1boutthe unfortunate chain of e\'enlS in which the paticnt
has become lOvoh-ed in litigation and this proCI:SS has produced considcmhle dClrimt:n1 in hiS
functioning due to the encouragement ofhis ddusional gr:mdiosity by the process,

Disclmrgc Criterhl: The patient will be able to come up with a safe plan for his housing and
food. etc., outside of the hospital and Will ha\'e a consiucrahk improvement in his atTecti \'c regulation. and ability to inter:1cl with others.
Estimated Length of St~,,: ThlMy days if the pauent is found gravely dlsablcJ.

~

\\'illiam Worrall. 1'\'10
StatT Psychiatrist

WW;"paI/ADBi25515F
d, 01'23107
t. 0126'07 (Draft)
dr.It. 03iOl.07

ADMISSION DATA BASE
PATIENT:

BIGLEY,William

CASE #:

00-56-65

AD!\IITING UNIT: KATMAI

ADMISSION DATE: 0222.:07
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Anchorage Community Mental Health Services
Medical Progress Note
Medication Compliance: suspected poor
Medication Response: poor
Change In Allergies: none
Side Affects:

none identified

Review of Tests: none
Assessment:

Bill presents grossly disorganized. Medication adherence is suspected to be poor. Early Release
expires 3125, and if depakote le-.el indicates nonadherence, we will proceed with application to haw
Early Release rel.Oked.

Plan: Will check depakote le\91 today. If le\91 is now sUbtherapeulic, will proceed with application for
rel.Ocalion of Early Release,
Next Appointment: Other - to be arranged

Clinician Signature:

Lucy Curtiss MD

Date:

Client Name: Bigley, William
Monday April 30, 2007 1:06 PM

03/16/2007

Case Number. 8664
Page 2
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IN THE SUPERIOR COUR'f FOR THE STATE: OF ALASKA
A'r ANCHORAGE

In the Mattc~ of the Necessity
ror the Hospitalization of:

)
)
)

Case No.

WILLIAM BIGLEY,
)
Respondent.
)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _l

order

~

for

Day

30

Co~~itment

to

3AN-07-02~7

Alaska

PR

Psychiatric

Institute on the respondent, William Bigley, was signed by Judge
Jack

Smith

~sychiatric

March

2,

2007.

William

Bigley

left

Psychiatric

Institute

notified

the

20, 2007, that the respondent is not in compliance

Conditions of

IT

IS

respondent

Alaska

Institute an March 14, 2007, on a Condition of Early
Alaska

Release.
M~rch

on

Ea~ly

H~REBY

into

Court

an

~ith

the

Release.

ORDERED

custody

and

that

any

transport

peace

officer

the

respondent,

take

the

William

Bigley, to

2B
~-..:......+-~7
Da~
MICHAEL L WOLVERTON

,3/zo/ 7

1J
1 certify that on
copy of this orde~ ~as s~nt
to: 1\G, PO, API, RESP, ,~r

Recommended for
"
~

"

.

'.'
.~
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H-j THE SUPEmOn. COUR'l' FOR 'fHE STATE OF
111 the Mat,al' of the l{ecess'ity
the Hospitali~ation of:

}
)

iA.J ~ ~~ ~\.e:-Raspon dent.

)

1'01'

~:.

1

I

AL"~SKA

)

...\

)
)

State T:-ooper 'Directions for Service

41.30.870, the Depnl'tment ~f' HeelU', and Sociol
02' reimburse the trcmspol"tiug agency 'fol' the cases,
wi trcmspo;·tilt-jon of the 'l.'espondent to Alnska Psychiatric In.szit\lte IlS l'equil'ed to
cnrx:y out the Orde!' listed 'below:
(.lnder

the

5,~rvicl:s

authority

oi AS

will bea.:r the costs

1

~E~ Parte Ordel" {'l'emp01'81'y Custody tor Eme:!'gency EXlImination/Treatment>
'. Petition for Initiation of Involuntary Commitment

[

J
-

j

Orde~' iOl" Sc~eening".

Investigation

.

Petition for Initintion" of Involuntary Commitment

To Serve: --:.....;::~-..:~---:;...-...;;..:;.;;...;;;..~.....;",;~------:---RESPONDENT NAMED ABOVE

Addre:ss Whel"e respondent is at this time ,1'!2A5" AI&f?C+c~ $ , $:7
Phone
-eApt. No '
Date of Birth-L.:"-"...:~,-----=S-:......3
..;...;_

R:i~e~f-]eight ~r ~ /I

Hsi~~t.. Eye9

Weight

Physics.: ChsrFJcteristics (clothing,

SCUS,

othe!" idQr-tiIinulem;lrksJ

Are there weapons at the residence? jjd~ Kind?_-..;:19-:;..-·

Is l"espol'l.dent on medication?

_

_

_

.~ ~? 4k:G,-.~'-C ANJ: ~""""s ';'i-.e,

DoC!!: respondent have a history of violence?

/ltD

E';""Plein=G~

_

RETORN OF SERVICE
I

hereby certify lhat

•

0

State

..

Peace Officer. picked up the respondent- named a.bove

11"'-"
"

7"'7-:;-::;::-:::-::-::---::=:::-:-~-=-~~~__:_:__~-__:_-~=~~__::_:_:_._.
in f--..,.-::o::-.=-:----(Addre9s. street numbe!'. rural route. milepost, etc.) - " -. (City)
AJasl-:n,

in the

;,j)lC ":~·~r.s;;.JI'tec

,
----respondent to Alaska Psychiatl'ic Institute.

Judicial District, on

the

J ce!'~:fy trL~ documents listed above WCl'e seryed at
011

---~(R7a-=m~e')------

}letul'n Dete

A!E.sl~a

l~

Ihsti!ute

.HI

--.....,.(D~a ...
t-e-S...e--~·v I:c!-r--

(Title)

Commi::lsianer of Public SBiety
By
_

Printed Name
AST 12-343 (6/89) (es)

PsJchiar!'ic

Title
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ALASKA

PSYCH' 4.TRIC HOSPITAL
Report

~';l},.""...,J

Contact

~\
, J\

'5

Reguarding: BIGLEY ,BILL
Date: 03/1912007

Brief Statement of Problem or Situtation

Time: 15:42

Caller said blood test on pt. showed he is off his depakote. He has been
served with notice to return to API.

Patient Type: Prior Patient
APHNo.:

cO i) €::'

,. ~

Adult
Person Making Referral:

sconAgenc)':

ACMHS
Phone # of Agency:
City/State:

Seeking:

Information Only

Contact Type: Telephone Contact
Legal:
Still Pending

DISTRIBUTION
ORIGINAL: Medical Record Services
COPIES TO:
I I Medical Director
I I Admissions Screening Office
I I Nursing Office
I I Dircctor - C.E.O.
I I SCCC - E.S.U.
I I Unit Social Worke,-[

I 1

I

_

J

_

_

Time Spent on Contact:
Recorded By:
LLS_LAUREL_L_SlLBERSCHMIDT, LCSW
BIGLEY ,BILL
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

In the Matter of the Necessity
for the Hospitalization of:
WILLIAM BIGLEY,

Respondent.

Case No. 3AN-07-598 PR

SPECIAL VERDICT FORM
(Commitment)
We, the jury in the above entitled case, find the following on the questions
submitted to us with respect to the involuntary confmement of William Bigley to a
mental hospital:

Q 1.

Has the Petitioner proven by clear and convincing evidence that

William Bigley is mentally ill?

------"100&----

(Number ofjurors answering yes)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Number ofjurors answering no)
If less than five jurors answered yes to Q1, Mr. Bigley does not meet the
criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write "Verdict for
the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign. and return this
fonn. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this form.
Q2.

Has the Petitioner proven by clear and convincing evidence that

as a result of mental illness Mr. Bigley is in danger of physical harm arising from
such complete neglect of basic needs for food, clothing, shelter, or personal safety as
to render serious accident, illness, or death highly probable if care by another is not
taken?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Number ofjurors answering yes)

____&:1--__ (Number ofjurors answering no)

SPECIAL VERDICT FORM
PAGE 1 OF3
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Q3.

Has the Petitioner proven by clear and convincing evidence that

Mr. Bigley will, if not treated, suffer or continue to suffer severe and abnormal
mental, emotional, or physical distress, and this distress is associated with
significant impairment of judgment, reason or behavior causing a substantial
deterioration of the person's previous ability to function independently, such tbat he
is unable to survive safely in freedom?
________ (Number ofjurors answering yes)

____.&:.-__
..
(Number ofjurors answering no)
If less than five jurors answered yes to both Q2 and Q3, Mr. Bigley does
not meet the criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and
return this form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this
form.
Q4.

Has the Petitioner proven by preponderance of the evidence that

Mr. Bigley's mental condition would be improved by the course of treatment it
seeks?
________ (Number ofjurors answering yes)
________ (Number ofjurors answering no)
If less than five jurors answ~red yes to Q4, Mr. Bigley does not meet the
criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write "Verdict for
the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and return this
fonn. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this form.

Q5.

Has the Petitioner proven by preponderance of the evidence that

there is no less restrictive alternative available to Mr. Bigley?
________ (Number ofjurors answering yes)
________ (Number ofjurors answering no)
If less than five jurors answered yes to this question, Mr. Bigley does not
meet the criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and
return this form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this
form.
SPECIAL VERDICT FORM
PAGE 2 OF 3
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Q6.

Has the Petitioner proven by preponderance of the evidence that

Mr. Bigley has received appropriate and adequate care and treatment during his
30-Day Commitment?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Number ofjurors answering yes)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Number ofjurors answering no)
If less than five jurors answered yes to this question, Mr. Bigley does not
meet the criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and
return this form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this
fonn.
If at least fIVe jurors answered yes to:

A.

Ql, Q2, and/or Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6,

Mr. Bigley meets the criteria for involuntary confinement to a mental
hospital and you should write "Verdict for the Petitioner, State of Alaska"
on the verdict line, sign and return.

Verdict:

V~,,-kt ;fl f?1!J: f3r~nJg~1;

kh"U-<t /y10

CO 71

Now date and sign your verdict form and

DATED:

---X:(p:.....L.::/c!A::::.-\&~/u:.......4/7

Printed name of

n~ the bailiff.

forepeISo?"="""""",V~_tL
__
I}~L
__S

Signature of foreperson

_

~...J.-:-..J.'-J::,...l.::.-

f--~=----==--.L--t---"----+(~~~:"-"'::::::::"

SPECIAL VERDICT FORM
PAGE 3 OF 3
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__

_

ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
HOSPITAL RECORD

-COFRSE IN HOSPITAL
_ . The patient refused mt:dicalions. The patient was continued on medications
based on the existing court order after consultation with the attorney general's ol1ice. The patient
soon started cooperating with oral medications. including Depakote. He wanted to be off Zyprexa because he thought it made him hungry and his medication was changed to Seroque1

DISCHARGE SUMMARY
PATIENT: BIGLEY, William S.
CASE #:
00-56-65
ADMITfING UNIT: KAT

ADMISSION DATE: ] 1/29/06
DISCHARGE DATE: 0]/03/07 (AMA)
PAGE 2 of4
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
ORDER

r--- ...t'URSE SIGNATURE

.-,

.

DATE

TIME

DATE

TIME

Ii".)

-".----

4

i

•

,.,.

-,

I

/

. --:"--1

.~

,-'~

BIGLEY,
WILLIAMS
03121/2007 00-56-65

0111511953
Pleose write or print legibly.
Plensc usc ball point pen.

ORDER SHEET
API Form 1t06-6010A Rev. 12102

To remove copy while set is In chart, Uft form by bottom stub. reach
.
under, & pUll copy towards you. Tear off at proper perforationAppend IX, p
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